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ABSTRACT
Cayley Maps for Certain Cyclic Groups with Odd Generators
by
Daniel Griswold
Dr. Michelle Schultz, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Mathematics
University Nevada, Las Vegas

For this thesis I plan on using the AMS format. M y Thesis Advisor and I will
meet regularly to discuss my thesis topic, prove conjectures, write results as we make
progress, develop a program for calculation of genus values under certain constraints, and
then organize the work for both oral and written presentation.
A Cayley graph provides us with a discrete model for a finite group with specified
generating set. It is desirable to represent such structures in their simplest form and also
so that certain symmetries are emphasized. By simplest form, we mean to draw these
gr^hs on surfaces so that their edges do not cross (except at their common vertices) and
by emphasizing certain symmetries, we mean to impose a local symmetry by insisting
that the rotation of generators emanating hom each vertex of the given Cayley graph is
identical. Such embeddings (or drawings) of Cayley graphs are called Cayley maps. In
this thesis we begin the classification of Cayley maps for the cyclic group
is prime, with generating set O consisting of the odd integers.

m
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»where

Due to the local symmetry that is specified at each vertex, it is possible to
represent such a Cayley map by an index one voltage graph embedding (a pseudograph
with one vertex and (p - l)/2 edges). In this work, we determine the genera for Cayley
maps that are covering embeddings of certain planar voltage graphs having simple region
structures, namely, those planar voltage graphs consisting of only singleton or stacked
loops with at most one region of size greater than 2. In addition to providing results in
these cases, we also discuss the more general problem involving any arbitrary planar
voltage graph.
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CHAPTER 1

PRELIMINARIES
A grqpA G is a finite nonempty set of objects called vertzcay along with a
(possibly empty) set of nnordered pairs of distinct vertices called

The vertex set is

denoted by P(G) while the edge set is denoted by Æ(G). For a graph G the cardinality of
F(G) is called the order of G and is commonly denoted n(G), or more simply by n when
the graph under consideration is clear. The cardinahty of the edge set is called the .yzze of
G and is often denoted m(G) or m when the graph under consideration is understood.
A graph G is ^-jpordte,

> 1, if it is possible to partition F(G) into ^ subsets

(called/zorTde fei;) such that every element of E(G) joins a vertex of Fj and
vertex of Fy, z ^ y . Every graph is zz-partite. The following discussion will focus on
bzpurdYe graphs, that is, 2-partite graphs. A cozzyZeie bzpardte grgpA G is a graph with
partite sets

c F (G ) with the added property that for every zz e Fj and ve F^, the

edge zzveÆ(G). If |F^| = r and |l^| =

then the complete bipartite graph is denoted by

Figure 1.1 shows a graph G with F (G ) = {a,6,c,zZ,e} andE(G) = {{a, 6}, {6, c}, {c, zf},
{zZ, e}, {e, zz}, {6, e}}. The order of G is 5, and the size of G is 6. For simplicity we will
denote edges by suppressing the braces and commas. So for example, f(G ) =
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{ü6, 6c, c(^, ffe, ca, 6e}. Two vertices w and v of G are agacent if there exists an edge
e=MV in E(G).

Figure 1.1
SIMPLE GRAPH

e

Figure 1.2 shows a bipartite graph G having six vertices, three in each partite set,
where each vertex horn one partite set is ac^acent to each vertex 6om the other partite
set. Thus G is the complete bipartite graph

Figure 1.2
COMPLETE BIPARTITE GRAPH

An important concept is that of a graph being connected. Let « and v be two
vertices in a graph G, a w-v

of G is a finite alternating sequence
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w

= v of vertices and edges, beginning with vertex « and ending

with the vertex v, such that e, =

e E (G ) for z= 1,2,..., . Often only the vertices of a

walk are indicated since the edges present are then evident. The number ^ is called the
Ze/zgïA of the walk. A w-v pat/z is a w-v walk in which no vertex is repeated. A vertex w is
said to be connecW to a vertex v in a graph G if there is a w-v path. A graph G is
connecrezf if every two vertices in F(G) are connected.
Another important concept for this work is that of surfaces. A compact orientable
2-manifbld is a surface that may be thought of as a sphere on which has been placed a
number of 'handles' or, equivalently, a sphere in which has been placed a number of
'holes'. The number of handles (or holes) is referred to as the genuf
graph G with n vertices and

rAe .yu^ce. A

edges is said to be e7M6edûkz6/e on a surface 5" if it is

possible to distinguish a collection of n distinct points of ^ that correspond to the vertices
of G and a collection of m curves, pairwise disjoint except possibly for endpoints, on .9
that correspond to the edges of G such that if a curve

corresponds to an edge e=wv, then

only the endpoints of ^4 correspond to vertices of G, namely u and v. Intuitively, G is
embeddable on 6" if it can be drawn on

so that edges intersect only at vertices. A

question that arises is, is it possible to embed (or draw) a graph in the plane so that none
of its edges cross? The graphs for which the answer is yes are called pZanar graphs.
If a planar graph is embedded on the plane then it is called a p/ung grqpA. Given a
plane graph G, a region (typically denoted

of G is a maximal portion of the plane for

which any two points may be joined by a curve ^4 such that each point of v4 neither
corresponds to a vertex of G nor lies on any curve corresponding to an edge in G. For a
plane graph G, the Aowndlg/y of a region A consists of all those points x corresponding to
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vertices and edges of G having the property that % can be joined to a point of
curve, all of whose points different 6om % belong to
number of edges on the boundary of

The size of a region

by a
is the

and is denoted |/!|.

Figure 1.3 shows a plane graph with three regions and we see that the region ^ is
the dotted region and has four edges on its boundary,

has three edges on its boundary,

and .R) is the exterior region and has Gve edges on its boundary.

Figure 1.3
REGIONS IN A GRAPH

By the genwj q/" a grapA G, denoted gen(G), we mean the smallest genus of all
surfaces on which G can be embedded. A region is called 2-cg/Z if any closed curve in
that region can be continuously deformed or contracted in that region to a single point.
Our primary interest lies with embeddings of graphs that are 2-cell embeddings. It is
convenient to denote the surface of genus A by^^. Thus

represents the sphere (A

graph embedding on the sphere is equivalent to an embedding in the plane through
stereographic projection),

represents the torus, and

represents the double torus (or
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the sphere with two handles). Figure 1.4 shows two examples of the same graph
embedded on the torus. The leA embedding is not a 2-cell embedding since a closed
curve can be drawn in the outer region as shown that cannot be contracted to a point,
whereas the right embedding is a 2-cell embedded on the torus.

Figure 1.4
2-CELL EMBEDDINGS

I f G is a connected graph that is 2-cell embedded on some surface, then Euler's
identity provides a connection between the number of regions in its 2-cell embedding and
the genus of the surface on which G is embedded.
Theorem 1.2 I f G is a connected graph with order » and size m that is 2-cell embedded
on

withrregions, then n-/M + r = 2 -2 ^ .
The

7V(v) of a vertex v in a graph G is the set of all vertices of G that

are adjacent to v. A romrfoM enzAa&fmg fcAe/ne p is a collection of cyclic permutations
p, : A (v )-> A f(v), one for each ve T (G ).
Figure 1.5 is an illustration of a graph with five vertices embedded on the torus.
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Figure 1.5
ROTATION EMBEDDING SCHEME

Observe that in this embedding the edges incident with v, are arranged cyclically
counterclockwise about v, in the order

. This gives a cyclic permutation

Pi of the subscripts of the vertices ac^acent with v,, namely pi = (2 3 4 5). Similarly for
each vertex v, (l ^ z ^ 5 ), one can describe a cyclic permutation p, for v,. In this case, we
have
« = (2 3 4 5 )
A

=(1543)

A

=(1254)

A

=(1325)

A

=(1432)

With the aid of the cyclic permutations we can trace out the edges of the regions in
Figure 1.5 in a clockwise direction. We start 6om the vertex v, with the edge
can be seen from

. The edge incident to

counterclockwise about

is

following

which

if we proceeded

. Similarly the edge following
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is

7

^5 ^A(2) - ^5^1
whole region.

±e edge following

is

= v,V2 . Thus we have traversed the

The three edges on the boundary of the region Ry in Figure 1.5 are

It is well known (see Edmonds [3]) that the 2-cell embeddings of a connected graph
G are in one-to-one correspondence with the rotation embedding schemes of G.
Theorem 1.3

Let G be a connected graph with F (G ) = {l, 2, ...,» } . I f G is 2-cell

embedded on

, then this 2-cell embedding uniquely determines a rotation embedding

scheme
P = {p, : ^ ( 0

1^ f ^

.

Conversely, such a rotation embedding scheme uniquely determines a 2-cell embedding
of G on some surface.
I f p is a rotation scheme for G, then the ordered pair (G ,p ) is called a 7?zqp and we
say that the gemw.; gen(G ,p) of the map (G ,p ) is

if p determines a 2-cell embedding

of G on .9*. Furthermore we note that the gen(G)= min gen(G, p ) .
This work focuses on embeddings of a special class of graphs that provide concrete
representations of groups. Let T be a Suite group and Q be a generating set for T such
that O = o ' , i.e., O is closed under inverses, and such that the identity eg O . The
grqpA for T and O is the graph whose vertices are the elements of T , where two
vertices g, and g^ of G are adjacent if and only if g, = g^A for some A GO . Such a
Cayley graph will be denoted by G^^( F ) .
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Let r
p :Q

be a group and Q be a generating set for F . For a cyclic permutation

n , the

map (F, O, p) is the map (G a(F ), p ) where p = fp^|%eFj is

the rotation embedding scheme for G o(F) such that p^(y) = xpf%"'}') for each x e F
and each y e A^(z). In other words, a Cayley map is a 2-cell embedding of a Cayley
graph in which each vertex rotation p^ is determined by the same cyclic ordering 6om p
of the elements of O . Figure 1.6 illustrates the vertex rotation at x.

Figure 1.6
ROTATION AROUND A VERTEX

A signiScant benefit of Cayley maps is that they provide sufGcient symmetry to be
able to describe the graph embedding 6om a different approach. Let F be a group with
generating set O and let A c O such that if x e A then x"' g A unless x^ = e . A pseudo
graph (a graph that allows directed edges and multiple loops) X of order 1 is called a
voAagg

index one corresponding to F and Q if X has size |A| and the directed

edges of X are labeled with the distinct elements of A . Traversing along the edge in the
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direction of the arrow gives the assigned group element while traversing the edge against
the arrow gives the inverse of the assigned group element. Figure 1.7 is an example of a
voltage graph with one directed edge. More specifically if we let F =

and O = {1,4},

then Figure 1.8 shows an index one voltage graph for F and O that lifts to the Cayley
graph embedding shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.7
VOLTAGE GRAPH W ITH ONE LOOP

il

Let X be a voltage graph of index one corresponding to a finite group F and a
generating set O , and suppose that X is 2-cell embedded on some surface. Then this
embedding of AT determines a 2-cell embedding of the Cayley graph

(F ) on some

surface. We shall say that ATlÿ k to the covenng grapA G^^( F ) .
Let A be a region of an embedding of a voltage graph AT, and let

denote

the sequence of arcs (elements of O ) encountered as the boundary of A is traversed in the
clockwise direction (i.e. with the boundary on the left-hand side). Then we say that A is
bounded by an orbif of length A, and the

g/emenf of A is defined to be the
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product (or sum in an additive group) T T A /', where /»,=1 if A, is oriented in the same
i=l

direction as the boundary of A is traversed and /n, = -1 if A, is oriented in the opposite
direction. However, in voltage gr^hs, a problem arises when generators of order 2 are
used. A directed loop of order two produces a pair of multiple edges in the covering. To
avoid this, in voltage graphs, a generator of order 2 is represented by a

(or half

edge).
Figure 1.8 shows a voltage graph where F = %,„ and O = {1,2,5,8,9} so that the
voltage graph for F and O has two directed edges and a spoke. The particular voltage
graph embedding shown in Figure 1.8 lifts to a particular Cayley map for F and O . The
element 5 has order 2 and as such is represented by the spoke. A voltage graph
embedding can be used to find the number of regions and the structure of the regions in
the covering embedding.

Figure 1.8
VOLTAGE GRAPH W ITH TWO LOOPS AND A SPOKE

5
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The following result is due to Gross and Alpert [4].
Theorem 1.4

For a Snite group F with generating set O , let X b e a voltage graph of

index one corresponding to F and O that is 2-cell embedded on some surface.
Furthermore, let A be a region of the embedding of AT that is bounded by an orbit of
length A (A ^ l) , and let f denote the order of the boundary element of A in F . Then A
lifts (or corresponds) to |F|/.; regions in the covering graph embedding, where each such
region is bounded by an orbit of length A;. Moreover, two distinct regions of AT
correspond to distinct sets of regions in the covering embedding.
I f A is a region whose boundary element is the identity, then A satisGes the
ATrrcAAq^ Fb/toge Amv or more simply the KVL. This brings up a special case of
Theorem 1.4.
Corollary 1.5 For a finite group F with generating set O , let AT be a voltage graph of
index one corresponding to F and O that is 2-cell embedded on some surface. I f A is a
region of this embedding diat is bounded by an orbit of length A ( ^ l) and has the identity
of F as its boundary element, then A lifts to |F| regions, each of which is bounded by an
orbit of length A.
Let p be a prime integer. We focus on the additive group of the integers modulo
denoted 2%^. I f the cyclic permutation p contains

(or A ,a,^,o"',c) where

c # A ' in this order and the loop corresponding to the generator a in the voltage graph
embedding is not contained inside any other loop; then the loop associated with a is
called

a fmg/gron

loqp.

If

the

cyclic

permutation

p

contains

generators

a,,a 2 ,...,a^a^"',...,a2 "',a,"' in this order and the structure is not contained within any other
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12
loop, then this structure of the index one voltage graph embedding is called a .yiacAed
/oqp. See Figure 1.9 for examples. If the spoke corresponding to the prime p is between
any two consecutive generators of a stacked loop, then the structure is still referred to as a
stacked loop. Figure 1.9 is an example of a voltage graph with three singleton loops and
two stacked loops.

Figure 1.9
STACKED LOOPS

Theorem 1.6 Let p be a prime and T = 2 ;^ . I f 0 = { l,3 ,..,2 p -l} then ^ ^ (r ) is the
complete bipartite graph

^.

Proof: Letp be a prime and F = 2%^ with 0 = { l,3 ,..,2 p -l} . Let

= {1, 3, ... , 2 p -l}

and Fz = {2, 4, ... , ^ } . We will show that F] and F^ are the partite sets for Gn(F). Let
AeO and g ieF i. Then gi+A is even (an odd integer plus an odd integer is an even
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integer). So no vertex in F, is adjacent to any other vertex in F]. Let gze

Then gz+A is

odd (an even integer plus an odd integer is an odd integer). So no vertex in Fi is adjacent
to any other vertex in F]. If we add modulo ^ each of the integers 1, 2, 3, ... , ^ to the
integer g2 , where the addition is taken modulo
...,

then we obtain all the integers 1, 2, 3,

So if we add each of the elements Gom O to the integer gz we would obtain all of

the odd integers 1, 3, ... , 2 p -l. Thus gz is adjacent to every element of F, and since we
chose gz arbitrarily, every element of Fz is adjacent to every element of F|. o
Next we discuss counting with the aid of generating functions as this will be
useful later. In general for the infinite sequence A: A^,A,,A;,...,A^,...., the generafing
yhncnoM for 5" is the infinite series g (x ) =

n-A^x + A^x^ + ... + A„x" + .... We can use the

same deGnition for finite sequences by taking any Gnite sequence Ag,A,,A2 ,...,A^ and
appending an infinite sequence of zeros onto the end so that the sequence is
Ag,A,,A2 ,...,A^,0 , 0 ,... and the generating function is then g (x ) = A^ + AiX + A^x^ + ...+ A^x*.
A parririo/z of a posiGve integer n is a set of AposiGve integers
n = z,+i2 + —+ 4- ThG integers zi, zz,-

such that

z* are called the pnrü of the parGGon.

For

example the parGGons of 5 are
5,4+1, 3+2,3+1+1,2+2+1,2+1+1+1, l+ l+ l+ l+ l.
Thus there are seven parGGons of the integer 5. We can count the number of parGGons of
the integer Gve using a generating funcGon, namely
g (x ) = {l + x + x^ +x^ + x^ +x^){l + x^ + x ^ )(l + x^)(l + x^){l + x^) =
x^'+x^°+2x'^+3x'^+5x'47x''^+7x'^+10x''^+l lx'^+13x^^+12x' '+12x'°+13x^+l 1x^+1 Ox47x'^
+7x^+5x^ +3x^+2x^+x +1,
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where the coefRcient of

in the polynomial expansion of this generating function is the

number of partiGons of 5. The exponents of x in the expression {l + x + x^ + x^ + x^ + x^}
represent the number of times that 1 gets added into the parGGon, i.e. if we choose lx°
this would represent 1 being a part of the parGGon zero Gmes, i.e., not being a part of the
parGGon. The exponents of the term {l + x^ +x^} represent the number of Gmes that two
gets added into the parGGon, i.e. if we choose x^ = x^^ this would represent 2 being a
part of the parGGon twice.
What if we want to have the parGGons to be of distinct parts? For example the
parGGons of 5 with distinct parts are: 5, 4+1, 3+2. Thus there are three parGGons of 5
with distinct parts. We can count the number of these parGGons of the integer Gve using a
generating funcGon, namelyg(x) = (l + x)^l + x^Vl + x^Vl + x"V l + x^). The coefGcient
of x^ in the polynomial expansion of this generating funcGon is the number of parGGons
of 5 with distinct parts. When we mulGply the factors of g(x) together we can only get x^
in three ways: 1 1 1 1 XT', I x^ x^ 1 1, and x^ 1 1 x'* 1. So the coefGcient of xf in the
expansion of g(x) is 3 which is the number of parGGons of Gve with distinct parts. In each
factor (1+x') of g(x), 1< z < 5, the 1 represents the choice of not using z in the parGGon of
5, while the x" represents the choice of using z in the parGGon.
In general the generating funcGon for the parGGons of the integer n into unequal

parts no part greater than m is given by

(1^) =

In this case, the coefficient
i=!

of zz" is the number of parGGons of the integer n. We will denote this coefGcient by
(zz). The generating funcGon gm(zz) will be used in the proofs of ProposiGons 2.2,
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2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. We can also modify this generating fhncGon if we want to specify the
parts that are used. For example, we might wish to know how many partihons of 17 there
are with unequal parts using only 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 15. We want the generating
function

In other words let T = {2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11,15}. Then g 2^(w) = Y%(l + w') and since we
leT

want

the

partihons

of

17,

we

want

the

coefficient

of

in

g 7(zz)=

l+uV+M'*+2u^+2zz^+3w^+2!z^+5w''+3w^°+6u"+5w'^+6w'^+7w^'^+8w'^+9w'^+8zz'4l2M^^+8
w^^+14w^+ll!/^+14w^+12u^+15i/'^+14iz^+15iz^^+17iz^^+13u^+18zz^^+14u^°+18%/'+14w

^^^18u^4l3iz^+17zz^4l5w^^+14w^4l5n^^+12u^^+14n'*°+llu'*'+14M'^^+8w'^^+12zz'^+8«'^^+
9u'^+8w''47u''^+6w''^+5u'°+6w^'+3w^^+5w"+2M^+3iz"+2w^^+2w^+«^^+zz^^+w'^+w^^
find

We

8. The partitions are 2+15, 6+11, 2+4+11, 2+6+9, 3+5+9, 4+6+7,

2+3+5+7,2+4+5+6.

The general problem of interest in this work is to classify (Gnd the genus values)
for all of the Cayley maps for

- Since we are focusing on the group Z^ the element

of order two is always p. So by always setting

as the first element in our cyclic

permutations we order the rest of the elements in the permutation.

To illustrate the

general problem let us focus on when j? = 5. This example will have one spoke and two
loops.
Figure 1.10 shows the three embeddings of a voltage graph with two loops and a
spoke. Figure (a) shows a planar embedding w i± two regions of size one and one region
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of size three. Figure 1.10(b) shows a planar embedding with one region of size one and
two regions of size two. Figure 1.10(c) is an embedding on the torus and has one region
of size 5.

Figure 1.10
THREE GENERAL VOLTAGE GRAPHS

r<-----\ /

(a )= = = ^ (b )

(c)

------

Example 1.1: Using the generating set 0 = (1, 3, 5, 7, 9} for
graph

we obtain the Cayley

The spoke 5 will be put Grst in any cyclic permutation p so that the other

elements are then ordered. So there are 4! = 24 permutations.
We can describe all of the permutations that have the spoke followed by one
singleton loop then another (Figure 1.10 (a)) by the general permutation p = (p a a ' A A'')
where Q = {p, a,

A, A'^}. When o=l and A=3 we have pi=(5 1 9 3 7). So that we find

the boundary elements to be 1,3, and 9. Thus for p; the order of each of the regions is 10
so that each region lifts to 10/10=1 region in the covering graph embedding. Similarly for
the permutations that have the spoke followed by one loop inside the other (Figure 1.10
(b)) we have the general permutation p = (p a A A'' n'^) where O = {p, a,

A, A"'}. The

permutations that have the spoke followed by the start of one loop, the start of the other
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loop, the end of the Grst loop, and then the end of the second loop (Figure 1.10 (c)) have
the general permutation p = (p n 6

6'^) where O = {p, a,

A, A'^}.

There is only one choice for p in the permutation. For n there are four choices but
then

is determined. Leaving 2 choices for A and then A'^ is determined. So each

general permutation produces 8 cyclic permutations. The inverse of the cyclic
permutation produces a mirror image of die embedding and thus the same number of
regions in the covering graph embedding.
Table 1.1 is a summary of die 24 cyclic permutations. The first column and the
second column show the two permutations that are inverses of each other. The third
column shows how many regions in the covering graph embedding the regions in the
voltage graph lift to. The first eight are Gom the general permutation p = (p g

A

A'^),

the second set of eight are Gom p = (p g A A'^ g'^), the third set of eight are Gom p = (p g
A g-^ A ')
This example is nice because it is small. Each of the eight permutations coming
Gom a general permutation lifts to the same number of regions in the covering graph
embedding. In general this is not true, take p = 7. This example will have one spoke and
three loops.
Figure 1.11 shows 15 voltage graphs each of which has 3 loops. Figure 1.11(a)
shows a planar voltage graph with three regions of size one and one region of size four.
Figure 1.11 (b), (c), and (e) show planar voltage gr^hs with two regions of size one, one
region of size two, and one region of size three. Figure 1.11 (d) shows a planar voltage
graph with three regions of size two and one regions of size one. Figure 1.11 (f), (g), (h),
(i), and (j) show a voltage graph embedded on a taurus widi one region of size six and
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one region of size one. Figure 1.11 (k), (1), and (o) shows a voltage graph embedded on a
taurus with one region of size 5ve and one region of size two. Figure 1.11 (m) and (n)
shows a voltage graph embedded on the torus with one region of size three and one
region o f size four. Figure 1.11 (o) shows a voltage graph embedded on the torus with
one region of size three and one region of size four.

Table 1.1
IhITEGERS MODULO TEN

permutation

inverse

Number of
regions in the
covering graph

P i=(5,1,9, 3,7)

pg=(5,7 ,3 ,9 ,1 )

3

p2=(5,1 ,9 ,7 ,3 )

p6=(5, 3,7, 9,1)

3

P3=(5,3 ,7 ,1,9)

P7=(5, 9 ,1 ,7 ,3 )

3

P4=(5,7 ,3 ,1 ,9 )

PM 5, 9,1, 3, 7)

3

P9=(5,1,3 ,7 ,9)

Pi2=(5, 9, 7, 3,1)

5

pio=(5,1,7 ,3 ,9)

Pii=(5, 9,3 ,7 ,1)

5

Pi3=(5,3 ,1 ,9,7)

Pi6=(5,7, 9,1, 3)

5

Pi4==(5,3 ,9 ,1 ,7)

pi5=(5, 7 ,1 ,9 ,3 )

5

PI7=(5,1,3,9, 7)

P2i==(5, 7, 8 ,3 ,1 )

5

Pig=(5,1,7, 9,3)

P23=(5,3 ,9 ,7 ,1 )

5

pi9=(5,3,1, 7,9)

P22=(5, 9 ,7 ,1 ,3 )

5

P2o=(5,3, 9, 7,1)

P24=(5,1,7, 9, 3)

5
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Example 1.2: Using the generating set Q= {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13} for Zi4 we obtain the
Cayley graph

There are 6! =720 permutations. The spoke followed by three loops

one after the other gives the general permutation p = (p a a"' 6 6'' c c ') where O = {p, a,

Figure 1.11
FIFTEEN VOLTAGE GRAPHS

(a)

(d)

(c)

(b)

(g)

(h)

(1)

(k)

(n)

(o)
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Table 1.2 shows us the 48 permutations that give rise to such a voltage graph. It
also gives the number of regions the voltage graph lifts to in the covering graph
embedding and the genus of the Cayley map that arise &om die cyclic permutations.

Table 1.2
INTEGERS MODULO 14

permutation

inverse

Number of
regions in the
covering graph

Genus of

p i= (7. 1 , 1 3 , 3 , 1 1 , 5 , 9) P25=(7, 9 , 5 , 1 1 , 3 , 1 3 , 1 )

5

/(y j
16

P2=(7, 1 , 1 3 , 3 , 1 1 , 9 , 5) P26=(7, 5, 9, 1 1 , 3 , 13, 1)

5

16

P3=(7, 1, 13, 1 1 , 3 , 5, 9) P27=(7, 9 , 5 , 3 , 11, 13, 1)

5

16

P4=(7, 1, 13, 1 1 , 3 , 9 , 5) P28=(7, 5, 9, 3, 11, 13, 1)
P5=(7, 1 , 1 3 , 5 , 9, 3 , 1 1 ) P29=(7, 1 1 , 3 , 9, 5, 13, 1)

17

10

5

16

P6=(7, 1, 13, 5, 9, 1 1 , 3 ) P30=(7, 3, 1 1 , 9 , 5, 13, 1)

5

16

py=(7, 1, 13, 9, 5, 3, 11) P3i=(7, 1 1 , 3 , 5, 9 , 1 3 , 1 )

5

16

P8=(7, 1 , 1 3 , 9, 5. 1 1 , 3 ) P32=(7, 3, 1 1 , 5 , 9, 13, 1)

17

10

pg=(7, 13, 1 , 3 , 1 1 , 5 , 9) P33=(7, 9, 5, 1 1 , 3 , 1, 13)

17

10

Pio=(7, 13, 1 , 3 , 1 1 , 9 , 5) P34=(7, 5, 9 , 1 1 , 3 , 1 , 1 3 )

5

16

P ii= (7, 13, 1 , 1 1 , 3 , 5, 9) P35=(7, 9, 5, 3 , 1 1 , 1 , 1 3 )

16

P12=(7, 13, 1, 1 1 , 3 , 9 , 5 ) P36=(7, 5, 9 , 3 , 1 1 , 1 , 1 3 )

5
5

P13=(7, 13, 1 , 5 , 9, 3, 11) P37=(7, 11, 3, 9, 5, 1, 13)

17

10

P14=(7, 13, 1 , 5 , 9 , 1 1 , 3 ) P38=(7, 3, 1 1 , 9 , 5 , 1 , 1 3 )

5

16

P15=(7, 13, 1 , 9 , 5, 3, 11) P39=(7, 1 1 , 3 , 5, 9 , 1 , 1 3 )

5

16

Pi6=(7, 13, 1 , 9 , 5, 1 1 , 3 ) P4o=(7, 3, 1 1 , 5 , 9 , 1, 13)

5

16

P17=(7, 3 , 1 1 , 1 , 1 3 , 5 , 9 ) P4i=(7, 9, 5 , 1 3 , 1 , 1 1 , 3 )

5

16

Pis=(7, 3 , 1 1 , 1 , 1 3 , 9. 5) P42=(7, 5, 9, 13, 1, 1 1 , 3 )

5

16

P19=(7, 3, 11, 13, 1 , 5 , 9) P43=(7, 9 , 5 , 1, 13, 1 1 , 3 )

17

10

P2o=(7, 3 , 1 1 , 1 3 , 1 , 9 , 5) P44=(7, 5, 9, 1, 13, 1 1 , 3 )

5

16

P2i=(7, 1 1 , 3 , 1, 13, 5, 9) P45=(7, 9, 5, 13, 1 , 3 , 11)

5

16

P22=(7, 1 1 , 3 , 1, 13, 9, 5) P46=(7, 5, 9, 13, 1 , 3 , 11)

17

10

P23=(7, 1 1 , 3 , 13, 1 , 5 , 9) P47=(7, 9, 5 , 1 , 1 3 , 3 , 1 1 )

5

16

P24=(7, 1 1 , 3 , 13, 1 , 9 , 5) P48=(7, 5, 9 , 1 , 1 3 , 3 , 1 1 )

5

16
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There is only one choice for p. There are 6 choices for a but then o ' is
determined. Then there are 4 choices for 6 and 6 ^is determined. Leaving 2 choices for c
and determining c '\ Thus each general permutation produces 48 cyclic permutations. We
have three regions of size one and one region of size four that contains the spoke.
Comparing the number of lifts in table 1.2 with the lifts hrom the first four lines of
Table 1.1 we are comparing where there are only singleton loops with the spoke in the
largest region. Notice how in example 1 the cyclic permutations form the same general
permutation all give rise to the same number of regions in the covering graph embedding.
In Example 1.2 the cyclic permutations give rise to different numbers of regions in the
covering graph embedding. This is because with regions of size three or greater, not
including the spoke, we have the possibility of the region satisfying the

or semi

ATKL. Material for this chuter came 6om J. Riordan [5], G. Chartrand & L. Lesniak [2],
and R. A. Brualdi [1].
We wish to classify Cayley maps for complete bipartite graphs that arise 6om 2%^
with the generating set O = {1, 3, ... , 2 p -l). We w ill in this work classify only those
Cayley maps that are generated by the odd elements of

where p is a prime and are lifts

of certain plane voltage graphs. In Chapter 2 we determine the genera for Cayley maps
that are covering embeddings of planar voltage graphs consisting of only singleton loops.
In Chapter 3 we determine the genera for Cayley maps that are covering embeddings of
planar voltage graphs consisting of stacked loops or singleton loops with at most one
region of size greater than 2. In addition to providing results in these cases, we also
discuss in Chapter 4 the more general problem involving Cayley maps that are covering
graph emheddings of arbitrary plane voltage graphs.
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CHAPTER:

PLANAR VOLTAGE GRAPHS W ITH ONLY SINGLETON LOOPS

Figure 2.1 shows two voltage graphs having only singleton loops: 2.1 (a) has the
spoke in the largest region and 2.1 (b) has the spoke in a region of order two.

Figure 2.1
SINGLETON LOOPS

22
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Section 2.1
General Setting
Let p ( ^ 3 ) be a prime number. In the cyclic group

we take the generating

set O = { l,3 ,..,2 p -l} , the odd integers in Z%^. In this case the Cayley graph Go(Z 2 ^)
is the complete bipartite graph

, which has ^

Cayley graph is 2-cell embedded in the surface

vertices and

edges. So if this

then applying Euler's identity and

Tj^ —2,p ~ r
solving, we obtain the formula ^ = l4-——
------ for the genus of

where

r

denotes the number of regions in the Cayley graph embedding. Since the genus
2

^ = 1+ ——

—- of our surface is an integer, it follows that

and r have the same

parity so that r is an odd number. The elements of Z^^ and thus the boundary elements for
the regions in the voltage graph embedding have four possible orders, namely 1, 2,p , or
From Theorem 1.4 we see that regions in the voltage graph embedding with these
elements lift respectively to

2, or 1 region in the Cayley graph embedding. I f A is a

region whose boundary element is p, then we say A satisfies the fg/ni ATFL. If A satisfies
the semi ATFL then it has a boundary element of order two and A lifts to j? regions in the
covering graph embedding.
Proposition 2.1

Let ^ be an odd prime and let T = Z 2 _ with generating set

G = {l, 3,..., 2 /? - lj, the odd integers. Let AT be a plane voltage graph of index one
corresponding to T and Q . If A is a region of ATwith size one then A lifts to one region
in the covering graph embedding.
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Proof: Let A be a region of size one in the voltage graph AT. Assigning one generator horn
O to the boundary of A gives an odd integer other than p for the boundary element. The
order of an odd boundary (besides /?) element is ^ so that the region lifts to one region in
the covering graph embedding, o
For the following discussion it is convenient to think o f the generators in the form
O = {p -(p -l),p -(p -3 ), ... , p -4 ,p -2 ,p ,p + 2 ,;H -4 , ... ,p + (p -l),p + (p -3 )}. This allows
each generator to be thought of as being a distance away 6om p. Notice that each element
X e O can be written as z = p + 2 i, where z e jo , ± 1, ± 2 ,..., ±

^ j . We call z the p-

dûizzTzce of x. So the jo-distance of % is the number of integers % is away 6om p. For
example the element p + 2 is the Grst element to the right of p so it has a p-distance of
1. The element p - 2 is the Srst element to the left of p so it has ap-distance o f-1 , the
negative telling us that the element lies to the left of p. We denote the set of positive pdistances by A^.
The remainder of this chapter contains theorems and proofs for voltage graphs
having only singleton loops. In particular we will provide a formula for the number of
Cayley maps having a certain genus value when the underlying voltage graph has an odd
number of loops with the spoke in the largest region or the spoke in a region of size two.
We will also give a formula for the number of Cayley maps with a certain genus when
the voltage graph has an even number of loops with the spoke in the largest region or the
spoke in a region of size two. Relevant examples will be provided for clarihcation.
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Section 2.2
The Spoke in the Largest Region
Figure 2.2 shows a voltage graph with hve loops and one spoke without labeled
edges. The spoke is in position one in the figure. If the spoke was in position two, three,
four, or five the picture would look essentially the same.

Figure 2.2
SPOKE IN THE LARGEST REGION

Example 2.1: Using the generating set O = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9,11,13, 15,17, 19, 21} 6om
we obtain the Cayley graph K , , . There are a total of 10! = 3,628,800 cyclic orderings of
our generating set. The spoke followed by Eve loops one after the other gives the general
permutation p = (p a

6 6'^ c

' e e"') where O = {p, a, a'% 6,6 %c, c"\ d, zf \ e, e"

There is only one choice for p. There are 10 choices of elements 6om O for a but then
a ' is determined. Then there are 8 choices for 6 and 6'' is determined. Next there are 6
choices for c determining c'^ and 4 choices for zf determining
and determining

leaving 2 choices for e

Thus each general permutation produces 3840 cyclic permutations.

We have five regions of size one and one region of size six that contains the spoke. There
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are 22 vertices and 121 edges. Plugging into Euler's equation we get t
genus o f a Cayley

for

—- for the

with generating set O , where r denotes the number of

regions in the Cayley map. The genus must be an integer so that the number of regions r
is odd.
In assigning elements 6om O to the boundary of the largest region, A, we are
assigning an element to every loop of the voltage graph. Since we add the generators to
calculate the boundary element there is a certain amount of symmetry. The following
table shows all the possible combinations of elements that could be assigned to the
boundary of A. There is no need to look at all 3840 permutations as Table 2.1 gives all
the necessary information. The Erst Eve columns represent the elements a, 6, c, zf, e e O
on the boundary of A.
The Eve regions of size 1 in the voltage graph all have order 22 and each lifts to
one region in the covering graph embedding. The one region of size 6 has two
possibilihes: it can have a boundary element of order 1 and liA to 22 regions in the
covering graph embedding or it may have a boundary element of order 11 and liA to 2
regions in the covering graph embedding.
Permuting the Eve columns shows us that there are 5! permutaEons for each row
in the table. For each cyclic permutaEon its inverse generates a mirror image that has the
same boundary elements. Thus there are 240 permutaEons that produce the genus 37 and
3600 permutaEons that produce the genus 47, giving the total of 3840 permutaEons.
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Table 2.1
INTEGERS MODULO 11

regions with
the boundary
eiement
a b c d e a+b+c+d+e+11genus
1 3 5 7 9
7
1 3 5 7 13
7
1 3 5 15 9
27
7
1 3 5 15 13
1 3 17 7 9
7
1 3 17 7 13
7
1 3 17 15 9
7
1 3 17 15 13
7
1 19 5 7 9
7
1 19 5 7 13
7
1 19 5 15 9
7
1 19 5 15 13
7
1 19 17 7 9
7
1 19 17 7 13
7
1 19 17 15 9
7
1 19 17 15 13
7

47
47
37
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47

In Example 2.1 we were lucky because of the structure of this case allows us to
use a table that is relahvely small to examine the exterior region boundary element. This
table grows exponenhally as p increases so we need a much better method of counEng
the number of Cayley maps with a speciEc genus.
Example 2.1 had an odd number of loops. The following discussion is for voltage
graphs that have an even number of loops and contain only singleton loops with the
spoke in the largest region. In ProposiEon 2.3 we discuss voltage graphs that have an odd
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number of loops and contain only singleton loops with the spoke in the largest region.
The proofs are similar and a lot of the same details apply.
ProposiEon 2.2 Letp be an odd prime such that m =

P —1

is even, and let T =

with

generating set 0 = { l,3 ,...,2 p -lj. Let 5"= 1+2+ ... + (p -l)/2 . Then of the Cayley maps
that liA Aom plane voltage graphs consisting of only singleton loops and containing
exactly

one

region

of

size

greater

than

one,

there

are

exactly

p ~ % p n -\

,

Î6

,
2p^ —7p + 5
g e n (M )= — ------------4
t

gen(M )

g , (« )

j

and

Cayley

maps

M = CM (T ,0 ,p )

such

that

p^~%pn~\

^ p -1^
-

T

such

u

L

that

J

_ 2 p j-5 p + 3

Proof: Let ATbe a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to T and O such that
AT consists only of singleton loops and has exacEy one region of size greater than one.
There are only singleton loops and the one spoke for the generator p. In fact there is one
P ~~Î.

singleton loop for each generator 1, 3,..., p - 1 . Thus there are -

regions of size one.

For each loop we choose one generator (different Aom p) Aom the list above and a
direcEon for that loop. Thus there are a total of 2

p -1

! distinct voltage gr^hs AT.

By ProposiEon 2.1 each region of size one lifts to one region in the covering graph
embedding so that there are ——- regions produced by the regions of size one. Let r be
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the number of regions in the Cayley map that lifts Aom AT. Recall that the genus of the
Cayley map for

2 g
with the generating set O , is t = 1+ ——

Since

and r

have the same parity and we have an even number of regions being produced by the
regions of size one, the one region A of size

must liA to an odd number of regions.

Thus A lifts to either 1 orp regions in the Cayley map.
Next we determine how many voltage graph embeddings have A lifting to p
regions in the Cayley map. Examining the boundary element of A, note that since AT is
planar, if x is an element of Q then either x or x"' (and not both) is on the boundary of
the region A. Thus if all of the elements of O that are larger than p are on the boundary,
then

the

boundary

element

for

A

is

p + (p + 2 )+ ...+ (p + p - l ) =

r A + ii + 2 + 4 + ... + p -1 = p r A + 1^ + 2 fl + 2 + ...+ -P“ ' l Since
I 2 J
2 J
I 2 J

know p

is odd we

mpm od2p. Thus the order of the boundary element of A is 2 in Z% if

and only if 1+2+ ... + (p -l)/2 is a mulEple of p. hi other words, A (with boundary
element p+ (p+2) + ... + (p 4 p -l)) lifts to p regions if and only if 1+2+ ... + (p -l)/2 is a
multiple ofp.
Let A"= 1+2+ ... + (p -l)/2 . In a sense, we can think of this sum as representing an
assignment of the generators p ,(p + 2 ),...,(p + p - l ) to the boundary of A. Now we
wish to consider an arbitrary assignment of generators to the boundary of A. Such an
assignment must contain each generator or its inverse (but not both). We will describe
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next how the boundary element of A for such an arbitrary assignment is related to the sum
&
Let us begin with an assignment of the generators greater than or equal to p on the
boundary of A. We investigate the boundary element of A when this assignment is
modiEed in order to represent an arbitrary assignment of generators to the boundary of A.
In replacing a generator on the boundary of A with its inverse, we Erst remove the pdistance of that generator Aom S' and then add in the p-distance of its inverse to S. Thus
doing this for more than one generator, we see that S changes by a decrease of 2AC where
vT is the sum of the p-distances of the generators being replaced by theA inverses. So the
boundary element for A is p

^p + 1^

+ 2 (S - 2AT) . Thus A lifts to p regions if and only if

S-2Y is a mulEple of p, thus the equaEon S - 2% = pn follows. Since 0 < % ^ S , we

~S
S
—S
s
have — < n < — . Since n is an integer, we see that — < n ^
. Now solving for %
A
A
A
lA j
in the equaEon «9—2% = pw, we get % = ——

16

—- . So we must count the number of

distinct subsets of <1,2,...,——- > that sum to an integer ATthat w ill saEsfy 6"—2 % = p » .

7M=

p ^ -8 p n -l

2

^ . For M with

S

<n<

A

, the number of parEEons of

.P .

with distinct parts, no part greater than

is given by the generating

16
m

funcEon g„ (w) = ]^ fl+ « ^ 1. Thus the number of times

- 2Y is a mulEple of p is the
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p —8pn —1

sum of the coefficients of w , where Y =

16^

expansion of g , (w ). Thus ^

of jl,2

^

s

— and
P

in the

.p .

gives the number of distinct subsets

that sum to an integer that will satisfy 6"—2 % = p» and thus the

number of (unordered) sets of generators for the boundary of A that sum to a mulEple of

p. For one such set, there are ——
V

total

number

of

voltage

2

! ways to arrange the generators and therefore the
y

graphs

with

A

lifEng

u

16

p

regions

p -8p«-l

p -% p n ~ \

IS

to

—

(« ). Thus there are ------ ! ^

maps M = C M (T ,O ,p ) such that r = ——^+ p =

U

, and the genus of such a Cayley

2 ^
3p —1
P -2 p
—
2 p ^ -7 p + 5
map is gen(M ) = 1 h----------------- — = — -----. Since the rest o f the voltage
2
4
f

gr^hs have A lifEng to one region, there are

^ p -1 ^
\

2 ^ -

/
V

n —1

\

s

p^-8pn-l

p-l
i

U
s

-

0 + 1

y

Cayley maps such that r = —— + 1= -^-—— and the genus of such a Cayley map is

p ^ -2 p gen(M ) = l +

p+1
2
_ 2 p ^ -5 p + 3

.

□
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Since ProposiEon 2.2 covers when Eiere are an even number of loops in our
voltage graphs we must also consider what occurs when there are an odd number of loops
in our voltage graphs. The following result is for voltage graphs that have an odd number
of loops and contain only singleton loops with the spoke in the largest region
ProposiEon 2.3 Letp be an odd prime such that /»=

n —I

is an odd number, and T =

with generating set 0 = {l, 3,..., 2 p - l j . Let 5' = 1+3+ ... + (p -l)/2 . Then of the Cayley
maps that lift Aom planar voltage graphs consisting only of singleton loops and
containing

exactly

one

region

of

size

greater

than

one

there

are

p -8pn-l

,

p -1

16

=

g„(w)

and

Cayley

2^-

maps

M = C M (T ,0 ,p )

such

that

maps M such that

^

g e„(M ) = 3 i î L ^

The proof of this follows the same pattern as the proof of ProposiEon 2.2. The
P —1
major difference comes Aom the fact that m=2-—— is odd so that there are an odd number

of regions of size one, each of which lifts to one region in the covering graph embedding.
2

p

Since p and r have the same parity the one region A of size ——
number of regions. Thus A lifts to either 2 or ^

2

must liA to an even

regions in the covering graph

embedding. I f all the generators assigned to the loops of the boundary of A are larger than
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p we have the boundary element of A is p

(
+ 2 1+ 2 +.
J V

r p + ii

I 2

2 ;

O'
P+1
. Smce------ IS
2

f p +1
even, we know p ------ = 2p mod 2 p . We will modify this sum to represent an arbitrary
I 2 J

sum in the same manner as in the proof of ProposiEon 2.2. Thus we can count the number
of voltage graphs in which A lifts to ^ regions in the exact same manner as we counted A
lifting

are

to

p

regions

p -1

in

the

proof

g^(w) m ^s M

! Z

of

ProposiEon

such that r =

2.2.

Thus

there

+ 2 p = ^^ -- and the

2 ~
5p —1
A - 2 A ----------------2 p ^ -9 p + 5
genus of such a Cayley map is g e n (M )= l + ----------------^— = — —
----- . There are

16

g„ (u) maps M

such that r = ^

A ^-2A
and the genus of such a Cayley map is gen(M ) = 1+

^+ 2 =

p +3
2p^ -5 p + l

2

4

Example 2.2: Let us revisit the group and generating set Aom Example 2.1. Using the
generating set O = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,13,15,17, 19, 21} Aom

we can generate AT,, ^ .

Now we will apply ProposiEon 2.3. Our prime number for this calculaEon p = l 1. So there
5

are

^ p -1 ^

gen(M ):

p ~S p n ~ \

i Z

,

2 p ^ -9 p + 5

Î6

g , (u)

Cayley

maps

M = C M (T ,0 ,p )

such

that

. Now we take the set of posiEve p-distances {1,2,3,4,5} and sum
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lF -8 (U )(n )-l
16

the elements, so that 6" = 15. We want the sum

g; (« ). This means that

22
LiiJ
n ranges Aom -2 to2, giving that we are looking A)r the coefficient of the powers 24.75,
13, 7.5,2, and -3.5 in the expansion of:

w^^+w^'^+w'^+2u'^+2w' ^+3w'°+3w^+3w^+3w^+3w^+3M^+2w'*+2w^+w^+w-H.

The coefAcients of Aactional powers are zero so we add the coefficients of n^ and
Thus the sum is 2. MulEplying this by 5! We get 240 Cayley maps M = C M (T ,0 ,p )

w i± gen(M)=

2(11 )" 9 9 + 5 ^

and

M = C M (r,Q ,p ) withgen(M) =

5 !(2 " -2) =120(30) = 3600 Cayley maps

= 47.

This is a vast improvement in the method of calculaEon. Recall that in Example
2.1 we calculated the number of Cayley maps using a table and now we do not need a
table but can And the number of Cayley maps by using the formula that matches with the
constraints of the proposiEons of EEs chapter.

SecEon 2.3
The Spoke in a Region of Size Two
Figure 2.3 (a) is a representaEon of a voltage graph embedding with 6 singleton
loops with the spoke in a region of size two. In Figure 2.3 (a) the voltage graph is
embedded on the plane, which is equivalent to it being embedded on the sphere. Thinking
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of it as being embedded on the sphere we can slide the loop that contains the spoke
around the sphere so that the regions are the same but the image would be Figure 2.3 (b).
These two figures are representations of the exact same voltage graph embedding.

Figure 2.3
THE SPOKE IN A REGION OF SIZE TWO

(a)

In diis section we repeat the process 6om Section 2 except that now, in our
voltage graphs, the spoke is in a region of size two, i.e., the spoke is inside one of the
loops. The following discussion is for voltage graphs that have an odd number of loops
and contain only singleton loops with the spoke in a region of size two.
Proposition 2.4 Let p be an odd prime such that

p —1

=-^-—— is odd, and letT = 2%^ with

generating set O = {l, 3,..., p } . Let .S' = 1+2+ ... + (p -l)/2 . Then of the Cayley maps that
lift h"om plane voltage graphs consisting of only singleton loops with at exactly one
region of size greater than two and exactly one region of size two, there are exactly
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p -%pn-~\
;

Cayley

16

maps

M = CM ( r ,0 ,p )

such

that

f
+ ^

such that gen (M )

p-l
2 2

and ''

p -S p n -I

,

16

gm W

Cayley maps M

_ 2 p -5 p + l

Proof: Let ATbe a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to F and O such that
Æ consists of exactly one region of size greater than two and exactly one region of size
two. First we count the number of distinct plane voltage graphs A. There are ——- loops
2
in the voltage graph embedding. For each loop we choose a generator and a direction for
p-l

that loop. Thus there are a total of 2

There are

p -3

voltage graph embeddings in this case.

regions of size one, each of which by Proposition 2.1, produces one

n —3
region in the covering graph embedding. Since 4 --— is even; the regions of size one
produce an even number of regions in the covering graph embedding. The region of size
two has p and one other odd element on its boundary, thus the boundary element is even.
However, the botmdary element of the region of size two cannot be 2p since that would
require

being on the boundary twice. So the region of size two has an even boundary

element, which has order p in
embedding. Since

and so produces two regions in the covering graph

and r have the same parity and there are an even number of regions
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n —1

of size one and one region of size two the remaining region R of size -

must lift to an

odd number of regions in the Cayley map. Thus R lifts to either 1 or p regions in the
covering gr^h embedding.
Examining the order of the boundary element of R note that if x is an element of
Q then either x or x"' (and not both) is on the boundary of R. Thus if all of the elements
of Q that are larger than p are on the boundary of R, then the boundary element for R is
(p + 2) + ... + (p + p - l ) = p

I

+ 2 + 4 + ... + p —1 — p r p - i i + 2
I 2 j
2 j
I

2 J

p -l
pm od2p. Thus only when 1+ 2 + ...4— — is a multiple of p

Observe diat p

will the order of the boundary element be 2. Therefore, by following the same arguments
for modifying the sum 5' to represent an arbitrary sum as in the proof of Proposition 2.2,
we can count the number of Cayley maps in the same manner as in Proposition 2.2.

Thus there are

/p - 1 ^

g^(«) Cayley maps M = C M (r,0 ,p )

p —3
3p +1
such that r = —- — H2 + p = —- — , and the genus of such a Cayley map is

p^ - 2 p gen(A/)=l +
of

the

p -T

3p + l

gen(Af)=—
—4
2 — - — so that by
. simplifying
. ,
,
voltage

2 ^ - y

graphs

have

R

lifting

Cayley

to

one

maps

region,

M
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such

are

that
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p —3

r = 4-

p + 3

H2 +1 = ----

and

the

genns

of

such

a

Cayley

map

is

□

gen(M)

Proposition 2.4 covers when the voltage graph embedding has an odd number of
loops so that now we will examine when there are an even number of loops. The
following result is for planar voltage graph embeddings that have an even number of
loops and contain only singleton loops with the spoke in a region of size two.
P —1

Proposition 2.5 Letp be an odd prime such that /n = —— is an even number and F =

with generating set Q = {l,3,...,p}. 0 = {l, 3,..., 2 p - l } . Let ^ = 1+2+ ... + (p -l)/2 .
Then of the Cayley maps that lift 6om plane voltage graphs consisting of only singleton
loops and containing exactly one region of size greater than two and exactly one region

of

size

two,

there

are

M = CM (F,Q,p)
r

p-l
! 2“
-

p -1
y

V

^p -1^

exactly

such

that

p

,

-8 pn~i
16

g , («)

Cayley

_ 2p^ —9p + 3
gen(M)

maps

and

\

s
p^~% pn~\

p

Tstmd
P

_ 2p^ - 5 p - l
such that gen(M)

U

1

y

Proof: Let K be a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to F and O such that
Æ has exactly one region of size greater than two and exactly one region of size two.
Since

p —3 ,
is an odd integer there will be an odd number of regions of size one in AT,
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which will by Proposition 2.1 produce an odd number of regions in the corresponding
Cayley map. The region of size two produces two regions in the covering graph
n —1

embedding. Therefore the region, A, of size -

must lift to an even number of regions

in the Cayley map. Thus A lifts to either 2 or ^

regions in the covering graph

embedding.
I f all of the elements of Q that are larger than p are on the boundary of A, then
/ __l\
the boundary element for A is (p + 2) + ...+ (p + p - l ) = p ------ +2 + 4 + ...+p - 1 =
V 2 y

I 2

J

f
p -1
p -1 )
+ 2 1+ 2 +... +
jB Omod2p. Thus only when
. Observe that p
V

p —1
1+ 2 + ... + —— is a multiple of p will the boundary element of A be zero in
Therefore, by following the same arguments for modifying this sum to represent a
general sum as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, we can count the number of Cayley maps
in the same manner as in Proposition 2.2.

Thus there are

such that

' I

p —3
5/?4" 1
r = —- —+2 + 2p = - ^ —

16

Cayley maps M = CM(r, O, p)

and the genus of the Cayley maps is

gen(M)
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p —
,

There are

p —3
p+5
r = 4--— + 2 + 2 = : ^ —

p ^ -2 p gen(M )=l+-

and

the

1

Î6

genus

gf-i

of

(")

the

Cayley maps such that

Cayley

graph

is

p +5
2p^ - 5 p - l

□

In this chapter we have classihed Cayley maps for

with odd integer

generators that arise as lifts of certain planar voltage graph embeddings. We have shown
a formula for calculating the number of Cayley maps and their genus values when the
Cayley map is a lift of a plane voltage graph of index one that fits certain constraints.
This formula only depends on the prime integer p of the group Z^. The Grst type of
voltage graph we used in this chapter consisted of only singleton loops and contained
exactly one region of size two or greater. The second type of voltage graph we used in
this chapter consisted of only singleton loops and contained exactly one region of size
two and exactly one region of size greater than two.
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CHAPTERS

PLANAR VOLTAGE GRAPHS W ITH ONLY SINGLETON LOOPS AND STACKED
LOOPS

Section 3.1
Stacked Loops
In Chapter 2 we studied planar voltage graphs with only singleton loops. Clearly there
are more complicated region structures for planar voltage gr^h embeddings. In this
chapter we investigate a particular type o f Voltage graph embedding.
Consider a cyclic permutation p containing the generators
in this order such that this structure is not contained within any other loop. This structure
of the index one voltage gr^h embedding is called a ftacAecf loop. If the spoke
corresponding to the prime p is between any two consecutive generators o f a stacked
loop, then the structure is still referred to as a stacked loop.
The voltage graph in Figure 3.1 (a) consists of only singleton loops and stacked
loops while the voltage graph in Figure 3.1 (b) is an example of a voltage graph
embedding that w ill not be allowed in this chapter.

41
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Figure 3.1
STACKED AND SINGLETON LOOPS

(b)

The diSerence between this chapter and Chapter 2 is that we allow certain regions
of size two, i.e., those that occur within stacked loops, along with the regions of size one
and the one region of size greater than one. This makes the calculation o f how many
regions the region of size greater than two lifts to much more difhcult.
Proposition 3.1 Letp be an odd prime and let F =

with generating set O = {1, 3, ... ,

% )-l}, the odd integers. Let ATbe a planar voltage graph o f index one corresponding to F
and O . If A is a region of

with size two then A lifts to two regions in the covering

graph embedding.
Proof Two distinct generators x and _y, that are not inverses o f each other, lie on the
boundary of A. Each o f the elements o f O are odd and the sum o f two odd integers is
even. Since x and y are not inverses of each other, their sum is not 0 modulo
greatest common divisor between the boundary element o f A and

Thus the

is 2 , and therefore
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the order of the boundary element of

is ^

. Lastly by Theorem 1.4, 7! lifts to two

regions in the covering graph embedding. 0
The regions in any stacked loop consist of one region o f size one and some
number of regions of size two. The

y o f a stacked loop is the number of loops in the

stack. So a stacked loop o f size y has y -1 regions o f size two. A plane voltage graph
having only singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in the largest region or with
the spoke in a singleton loop has three possible sizes of regions: regions of size 1 , regions
of size 2 , and possibly one region of size greater than 2 .
Calculating the number of Cayley maps that arise &om certain voltage graphs in
this chuter we must know how many regions o f size one and two there are in the voltage
graph. Let AT be a plane voltage graph that consists only of singleton loops and stacked
loops. Let A denote the largest region in AT and for ;=1, 2, let r, denote the number of
regions of size z in AT. For the remainder o f this chapter ri and rz w ill be used in
describing the voltage graph embeddings of signiGcance. A region of size three that
contains the spoke is also o f interest.
Proposition 3.2 Let p be an odd prime and let T = Z zp with generating set O = { 1 ,3 ,...,
2 p -l}, the odd integers. Let ATbe a plane voltage graph o f index one corresponding to T
and O . If A is a region of AT with size three containing the spoke, then A lifts to one
region in the covering graph embedding.
Proof: The region A of size three with two directed edges and the spoke has on the
boundary two generators &om O that are not inverses of one another and the spoke y?.
The two generators sum to an even element that is not congruent to 0 modulo
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adding the spoke the boundary element is odd but not a multiple of p. Thus this one
region o f size three lifts to one region in the covering graph embedding. 0
Now we wish to discuss certain voltage graph embeddings that have only regions
of size one, two, or a region of size three that contains the spoke. Using Propositions 2.1,
3.1, and 3.2 it is not difhcult to calculate genus of a Cayley map arising

6

om such a

voltage graph embedding. Since the region sizes are so limited, each voltage graph
embedding basically consists of at most two stacked loops (perhaps one or both is a
singleton loop). Hence it is easy to count the number of Cayley m ^s that arise from such
a voltage graph embedding.
A plane voltage graph having only singleton loops and stacked loops with the
spoke inside a region o f size 2 has the following possible sizes o f regions: regions of size
1

, regions of size 2 , and two possible regions of size greater than two (if there are two

then one w ill have size 3). In sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, we consider such voltage graph
embeddings where the spoke is in the largest region, the spoke is in a singleton loop
(region of size two), the spoke is in a region of size 3, respectively. Table 3.1 shows how
the placement o f the spoke and number o f regions of size one affect the region A.
Throughout this entire chapter, we w ill use the following notation. For a subset T
of

let the sum of the elements of The denoted by5"y^ = ^ z , the generating function for
ie T

the partitions o f integers whose unequal parts come Gom T be denoted by
gy.(u) = Y J fl + « '), and the sum o f certain coefficients o f

be denoted by

ieT

a:
~^T
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Table 3.1
CHAPTER 3 GUIDE

Proposition 3.3
Corollary 3.4
Proposition 3.5
Corollary 3.6
Proposition 3.7
Corollary 3.8
Proposition 3.9
Corollary 3.10
Proposition 3.11
Corollary 3.12
Proposition 3.13
Corollary 3.14

Number
of
Regions
of size
one
odd
odd
even
even
odd
odd
even
even
odd
odd
even
even

R satisfies
kVL,
semi RVL,
or neither
KVL
nofhfng
sem/KVl
nothing
kVL
nothing
semi KVL
nothing
semi KVL
nothing
KVL
nothing

Placement of Spoke
in R
in R
in R
in R
in a region of size 2
in a region of size 2
in a region of size 2
in a region of size 2
in a region of size 3
in a region of size 3
in a region of size 3
in a region of size 3

Example 3.1: Let T={1, 2, 3} For T we have

=

6

and

11

boundary element of R
0
even but not 0 modulo 2p
P
odd but not p modulo 2p
0
even but not 0 modulo 2p
P
odd but not p modulo 2p
P
odd but not p modulo 2p
0
even but not 0 modulo 2p

= 0,

-6

11

= 0 so that in

calculating the Cy the exponent we are looking for is (A y- A:y))/2 = (6 -ll(0 ))/2 =3. So in
the expansion of
the coefficient of

= (l+u)(l+«^)(l+w ^) = l+w+w^+2 w^+w'*+i/^+w^ we are interested in
and thus C r= 2 .

Section 3.2
The Spoke in the Largest Region
Figure 3.2 shows a voltage graph embedding with three singleton loops and two
stacked loops. There are Gve regions of size one, six regions o f size two, and the largest
region of size 6 , which contains the spoke.
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Figure 3.2
SINGLETON LOOPS AND STACKED LOOPS W ITH THE SPOKE IN THE
LARGEST REGION

Let K be a plane voltage graph for T =

and 0 = {l, 3,..., 2 ^ -1 } that

consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in the largest region.
We first consider when r; is odd. In this case we w ill see that due to parity constraints,
the region R must lift to an even number of regions. Whether the region R lifts to 2 or ^
regions w ill be handled separately in Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. A m^or
difference between this chuter and Chapter 2 is that the largest region does not have all
of the elements of the generating set along its boundary. Instead we must take subsets of
the generating set that have the size equal to the number o f loops (generators) on the
boundary of R.
Proposition 3.3 Let

be an odd prime and let F = 2%

with generating set

Q = {l,3.... 2 / 7 - 1 } . Let K be a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to F and
G such that K consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in the
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largest region. Let K consist o f A stacked loops, where A = A,+A2 +...+A,, and A, is the
number o f stacked loops of size y, for ; = 1, 2, ..., t. If

is odd then the number of

Cayley maps M = C M (r,0 ,/? ) with g e n (^ = —— — —- — — + lthat lift &om such

planar voltage graphs is

^
^
A, A%...A,

TcP^

Proof: Due to the stacked loops in AT we know that there are

^ -^ A ,y , + A
(=1

regions o f size one and

= ^ A , (y, -1 ) regions of size two. Recall that the genus of a
!=1

Cayley map for

—2 D —r

with the generating set O is A = l + ——

the number of regions in the Cayley map. Since A is an integer,
parity so that r is odd. By Proposition 2.1 each o f the

----- , \^ ere r denotes

and r have the same

regions o f size one lifts to one

region in the covering graph embedding. By Proposition 3.1 each of the

regions of size

two lifts to two regions in the covering graph embedding. Thus there is an even number
of regions in the covering gr^h embedding coming

6

om the regions of size two and

because /; is odd, there is an odd number o f regions in the covering graph embedding
coming 6 om the regions of size one. Thus the one region R o f size greater than two lifts
to an even number of regions in the covering graph embedding. We w ill count the
number of times R lifts to ^ regions and thus the number o f Cayley maps M with gen(Af)
_ / - 4 p - n - 2 r ; ^^
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In order to count the number of times R lifts to ^ regions, we w ill make a similar
argument to that used in the proof of Proposition 2.2. Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 tell us that
regions o f size one and two, in a plane voltage graph corresponding to F and O , lift to

1

and 2 regions, respectively, in the covering graph embedding no matter what generators
are assigned to them. Thus we only need to concern ourselves with assigning generators
to the boundary o f R. More specifically we determine when R satisfies the AFL and thus
lifts to ^ regions in the covering graph embedding. The difference between counting
here and in Proposition 2.2 is that all of the generators do not lie on the boundary of R
here as they did in Proposition 2.2. Recall that we may express the elements of O in
terms of their p-distances. Let T =

y < ri} be a subset of the positive p-distances.

Suppose that the generatorsp,(y7 + 2^ ),(/) + 2 f2 ),...,^y; + 2;^ j occur on the boundary of R
so thatp+(y? + 2f,) + (y7 4 - 2 z2 ) + ...+fy 7 + 2f^) is the boundary element of R. By factoring
this boundary element is

+ l)y; + 2fz, +

even so that this boundary element is

0

j . By the hypothesis we know n + l is
modulo 2 ^ if and only if zi+Z2 + ... +z

is a

multiple ofp. Thus R liAs to ^ regions if and only if Z|+Z2 + ... +z is a multiple ofp.
Let Ry = y^z. This sum is the largest possible sum ofy-distances we can get 6 om
('er

the boundary o f R using elements of O that correspond to the p-distance for the
generators in T. In replacing some elements with their inverses, Grst remove the pdistance of the element and then add in the p-distance o f its inverse. Thus S'y changes by a
decrease of 2 A^ where % is the sum of the p-distances o f the elements being replaced by
their inverses. The region R w ill satisfy the KFL if and only if
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integer n.Since wedeclared that

/; is odd and thespoke is on the boundary of R it

follows that|R| iseven. So thatthereare an evennumberof elements on the border of R
and thus we can only get an even boundary element of which we w ill count when the
— iS
s
, we have — L < » < —ZL
R
R

boundary element is an even multiple of p. Since 0 < % <

P

we obtain

The number of partitions of

. Now solving for % in the equation

<M <

M is an integer we see that

_R_
.

using unequal parts from T is given by

the generating functiongy.(«) = p^^l + w'}. Thus the number o f times Rr - 2% is a
ief
multiple of p is the sum of the coefficients of

T

P

<M <

Ry.

, where

= ———

and

S j- n p

in the expansion of gy, (w ). Thus Q = ^

gy. (w) gives the

. R.

number of distinct subsets of T that sum to an integer that w ill satisfy

—2 % = RM and

thus the number of sets of generators represented by the p-distances in T or their inverses
for the boundary o f R that sum to a multiple of p. Now we sum the Cr 'f for every set
TÇ

with |7| = /"i and we have the number o f sets o f generators for the boundary of R

that satisfy the KFL.
For one such set T we wish to determine how many ways the generators
corresponding to the elements of T can be arranged on the boundary o f R, and then how
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many ways we can arrange the remaining elements o f O on the edges o f the voltage
graph that do not lie on the boundary o f R. In the cyclic permutation p we have the
singleton loops and the stacked loops to arrange; there are r; of these. We w ill always
place the spoke as the

6

rst element in the cyclic permutation so that the rest of the

elements form an ordered permutation. So we think of p as R = (p ,

where

each p, (1 < z < n ) is either a singleton loop or a stacked loop. If we choose where the
stacked loops are in the permutation then the singleton loops are naturally assigned
everywhere else. We have to choose A, positions for the stacked loops of size y ,, A^
positions for the stacked loops of size y^, ... , and A, positions for the stacked loops of

size y ,. Thus there are

A[ h j ... A^y

ways to select the positions of the stacked loops and

singleton loops in the permutation p. On the boundary of R there are generators
corresponding to elements

6

om the set T or their inverses. Since we determined which

generators are on the boundary o f R the direction for those generators assigned to the
loops that form the boundary of R are determined. However we can arrange the elements
o f the loops in

! ways. The singleton loops and one loop &om each stacked loop are on
I

the border of R. So there are

A, (y, -1 ) = /^ loops left for us to put elements on. There
i=!

are

! ways to assign the elements to the loops and there are two possible directions for

each element so that there are

2

'^ 7^! ways to assign generators to the loops not on the

boundary of R. Thus the number of Cayley maps A f= C M (r,Q ,R ) such that gen(Af) =
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IS

^ ^
^
A, A;...A,

2

'^ Z Q

where for each T with TbzR and

TqP^

VM-;-,
Sf-np

|7]=n, .S'y.zz^f, gy,(M) = P%(l + «'),and Q
ie T

W

2

g r( % ).0

ie T

As a direct consequence of this we can find, under the same conditions, the
number of Cayley Maps that have the region of size greater than two lifting to two
regions in the covering graph embedding.
Corollary 3.4 Let R be an odd prime and let F = 2;^

with generating set

O = {1,3,.,.,2 / 7 - 1 } . Let Abe a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to F and
O such that A consists only o f singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in the
largest region. Let A be the number of stacked loops in A, where A = A,+Ay+... + A,, and
A, is the number o f stacked loops of size y, for z = 1, 2, ... , t. If 7^ is odd then the
/7^ - 2 / 7 - r - 2 r
^
number of Cayley maps M = C M (F ,Q ,/7 ) with gen(M) = —------ — ------ that occur as

the lift of such a plane voltage graph A is

A, A; ... A,
//

Proof: Due to the stacked loops in A we know that there are

^ -^ A ,y \ +A
i=l

regions of size one and

^ A, (y, - 1) regions of size two. Since

is odd there are an

1=1

odd number of regions in the covering graph embedding coming 6 om the regions o f size
one. Each region of size two lifts to two regions in the covering graph embedding. Thus
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the one region of size greater than two, call it R, lifts to an even number of regions in the
covering graph embedding. More specifically we want to count the Cayley maps in which
R lifts to two regions in the covering graph embedding. The genus of such a Cayley map

is gen(Af) =

- 2 /7 -7 ^ - 2 /^

We counted the number of times R lifts to 2^ regions in the proof of Proposition
3.3. To find the number of times that R lifts to two regions we w ill subtract the number of
times it lifts to ^ regions from the total number o f ways to arrange the elements on our
voltage graph.

Using the same method as in the previous result there are

^

r,

A, A; ...A,

^

ways to

arrange the stacked loops and singleton loops in the permutation p. There are

generators and there are

R -1

ways to assign them to the loops. There is a choice of
p-\

two directions for each element so we have a total of

generators and directions to the loops. Thus there are

!2

^ ways to assign the

!2

yh^hj.-.hg j

^ total

permutations of the generators. 0
The following result is for voltage gnq)hs that have an even number of regions of
size one and consist only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in the
largest region. Let A be a plane voltage graph that consists only of singleton loops and
stacked loops with the spoke in the largest region. Let R denote the largest region in A.
We now consider when 7-] is even. In this case we w ill see that due to parity constraints,
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the region R must liA to an odd number of regions and whether R lifts to 1 or R regions
w ill be handled separately in Proposition 3.5 and die Corollary 3.6.
Proposition 3.5 Let R be an odd prime and let F = 2;^
0

= { l,3 ,...,2 R -l} .

with generating set

Let A be a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to F and

O such that A consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in the
largest region. Furthermore, let A have A, stacked loops of size y, for z = 1, 2 ,..., t where
A =A| +A ;4 -... + A,. If 7] is even then the number of Cayley maps M = C M (F ,0, R) with

gen(Af) = —— — —- — — +1 that occur as the liA o f such a plane voltage graph A is

^
n
^
n!7^!2'-:
A, A;... A,
T^P*

Proof: Due to the stacked loops in A we know that there are 7^ =

^
1=1

regions of size one and 7^ = ^ A ,(y , - l ) regions of size two. Since 7; is even and there
/“ I

are an even number of regions in the covering graph embedding coming Aom the regions
of size one. Each of the regions of size two lifts to two regions in the covering graph
embedding. Thus the one region of size greater than two, call it R, lifts to an odd number
o f regions in the covering graph embedding. We w ill count the number of times R lifts to
R regions and thus the number of Cayley maps Af = CM(F, O, p) with gen(Af) =

——

- - —— +1. We then appeal to the same way o f counting the number of Cayley

maps as Proposition 3.3, except since we declared that 7; is even it means that there are
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an odd number of elements on the boundary of R. So that there are an even number of
elements Aom 0 -{R } on the boundary o f R and the spoke is on the boundary of R. Thus
we can only get an odd multiple of R for the boundary element o f R. So there are

^ /;
^
A, A;...A,

Cayley m ^s with gen(Af)

+ 1 , w here

Tq P*

.M"!

y

S j— n p

g rM

0

ie T

ie T

As a direct consequence of this we can And, under the same condihons, the
number o f Cayley maps that have the region of size greater than two lifting to one region
in the covering graph embedding.
Corollary
0

3.6

Let R be an odd prime and let T =

= { l,3 ,...,2 R -l} .

with generating set

Let A be a plane voltage gr^h o f index one corresponding to F and

O such that A consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in the
largest region. Let A be the number o f stacked loops in A, where A = A, + A^ + ...+ A, and
A. is the number of stacked loops of size y, for z = 1,2, ..., t. If

number of Cayley maps M = CAf(F, Q, R ) with gen(Af) =
occur

as

the

liA

of

y
A, Ay ... A,^ I
V

2

j

R-1
! 2 : -r,!/];! 2 '^

such

a

plane

is even then the

R^ —2 r —Tj —27*2 + 1

voltage

graph

y
TqP*
yy
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Proof: Due to the stacked loops in A we know that there are

= ——--^ A ,y ,+ A
2
i=i

t

regions o f size one and

^ A, (y, - 1) regions of size two. Since /; is even there are an
i=l

even number o f regions in the covering graph embedding coming Aom the regions of size
one. Thus the one region of size greater than two, call it R, liAs to an odd number of
regions in the covering graph embedding. We counted the number of times R liAs to R
regions. So to And the number of times that R liAs to 1 region we w ill subtract the
number of times it hAs to R regions Aom the total number of ways to arrange the
generators on the loops o f our voltage graph. The genus of the Cayley map Af =

CAf(r, O, /?) with R liAing to 1 region in the covering graph embedding is gen(Af) =

—— — —- —

show that there are

- . We then appeal to the same way of counting as in Corollary 3.4 to

A, Ay...A,

!2 ^ total Cayley maps.O

SecAon 3.3
The Spoke in a Region o f Size Two
Figure 3.3 (a) is a voltage graph that has two stacked loops and A)ur singleton
loops with the spoke in a singleton loop. Figure 3.3 (b) has three stacked loops and three
singleton loops with the spoke in a stacked loop. Ih both voltage graphs the spoke is in a
region of size two.
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Figure 3.3
SINGLETON LOOPS AND STACKED LOOPS W ITH THE SPOKE IN A REGION
OF SIZE TWO

(a)

(b)

We begin by considering plane voltage graphs having an odd number of regions
of size one and consisting only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a
region of size two. This means that the spoke can be inside o f a singleton loop or in a
region of size one in one of the stacked loops. Let K be a plane voltage graph that
consists only o f singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a region of size two.
Let R denote the largest region in K and for ; = 1, 2, let n denote the number of regions of
size in K having size

We consider when ri is odd. In this case we w ill see that due to

parity constraints, the region R must lift to an even number o f regions. Whether R lifts to
2 or ^ regions w ill be handled separately in Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.8.
Proposition 3.7 Let

be an odd prime and let T =

with generating set

O = { l,3 ,...,2 p -l} . Let K be a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to T and
G such that K consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a
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region o f size two. Furthermore, let AT consist of A. stacked loops o f size / for ; = 1, 2,
..., f, where A = A, + A; +... + A,. If

is odd then the number o f Cayley maps M = CM(T,

—4 p —r, —2r,
- +
O, p) with gen(Af) = --------------

graph ATis

1

that occur as the lift of such a plane voltage

/;+ l
E C

A, A; ...A,

VKbn+i

y

Proof: Due to the stacked loops in AT we know that there are y; = ——- - ^ A j , + A -1
2
;=]

regions of size one and ^

^ A, (y, - 1) +1 regions of size two. This proof is similar to
V!'=i
y

the proof of Proposition 3.2. Recall that the genus of a Cayley map for

generating set Q is k = I + —

—2 V —T

Cayley map. Since A is an integer,

with the

, where r denotes the number of regions in the

and r have the same parity and so r is odd. There

are an even number of regions in the covering graph embedding coming &om the regions
of size two, and because
graph embedding coming

is odd, there are an odd number of regions in the covering
6

om the regions o f size one. Thus the one region R of size

greater than two lifts to an even number of regions in the covering graph embedding. We
w ill count the number of times R hfts to ^ regions and thus the number o f Cayley maps
M w ith gen(Af) = ——

^— — + 1 .

To count the number of Cayley maps we w ill use a similar method to the proof of
Proposition 3.3. Let T = {^|1<y ^ n+1} be a subset of the positive /^-distances. Suppose
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that the generators

+

+

+

occur on the boundary of R so that

(y? + 2f,) + (y7 4 - 2 f2 ) + ...4 -^p + 2(^+J is the boundary element o f R. By factoring this
boundary element is (/; +l)y? + 2^i, + * 2
even so that this boundary element is

By the hypothesis we know n+1 is
0

modulo

if and only if

...

is a

multiple ofp. Thus R lifts to ^ regions if and only if n+Z2 + ... +%,,+] is a multiple ofy?.
Let 5';^

. This sum is the largest possible sum ofy;-distances we can get 6 om
ie T

the boundary o f ^ using elements o f O that correspond to the p-distance for the
generators in T. In replacing some elements with their inverses, first remove the pdistance of the element and then add in the /^-distance of its inverse. Thus

changes by a

decrease o f 2 A!) where % is the sum of the p-distances of the elements being replaced by
their inverses. The region A w ill satisfy the ATKL if and only if 5!^ —2

T

integer n. Since n is an integer we see that

equation

%=

2% —pw, we get % = —

using

unequal

parts

for some

. Now solving for % in the

<n<

.P

%

.P .

. The number o f ways we can partition

6

om

T

is

given

by

the

generating

S j— n p

fimctiongy.(«) = Y%^l + « '). Thus Q =

^

gy (w) gives the number of distinct

,er

subsets of T that sum to an integer that w ill satisfy

—2 % = p» and thus the number of

sets of generators represented by the p-distances in T or their inverses for the boundary of
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A that sum to a multiple of p. Now we sum the Cr'.; for every set T ç f ^of size ri+1 and
we have the number of sets of generators that satisfy the ATKI for A.
For one such set T we wish to know in how many ways the generators
corresponding to the elements o f T can be arranged on the boundary of A, and then in
how many ways we can arrange the remaining elements of Q on the edges of the voltage
graph that do not lie on the boundary of R. In the cychc permutation p we have the
singleton loops and the stacked loops there are n+1 of these. We w ill always place the
spoke as the hrst element in the cychc permutation so that the rest of the elements form
an ordered permutation. So we think o f p as p = (p , yg,,

,) , where each (3, (1 < z

< ri+1) is either a singleton loop or a stacked loop. If we choose where the stacked loops
are in the permutation then the singleton loops are naturally assigned everywhere else.
We have to choose A, for the loops of size y ,, A; for the loops of size y%, ..., A, for the

loops of size y ,. Thus there are

n+1
A, A;... A,

ways to select the positions o f the stacked

loops and singleton loops in the permutation p. On the boundary o f R there are generators
corresponding to elements hom the set T or their inverses. Since we determined which
generators are on the boundary o f R the direction for those generators assigned to the
loops that form the boundary of A are determined. However we can arrange the elements
of the set T in

+1! ways. Each singleton loop is on the border o f R, and one loop &om
f /

each stacked loop is on the border of A so there are

V <=i

us to assign generators to. There are

\

]^A,(y, - l )

- 1

loops left for

/

-1 )! ways to assign the generators to the loops

and there are two possible directions for each element. So that there arc
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ways to label the remaining loops with generators. Thus the number of Cayley maps M

C A f(r,0,/?)

such

that

r ,+ l

gen(AQ

, where for each

A, A; ...A,

is

-+ 1

with

|T]=r]4-l,

S -n p

g rW - □
ie r

le T

As a direct consequence of this we can hnd, under the same conditions, the
number of Cayley maps that have the region o f size greater than two lifting to two
regions in the covering graph embedding. Since the proof of Corollary 3.8 is similar to
the proof of Corollary 3.4, we omit it.

Corollary 3.8 Let y? be an odd prime and let F = 2 ;

with generating set

O = {l,3,...,2y?-lj. Let ATbe a plane voltage graph o f index one corresponding to F and
Q such that AT consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a
region of size two. Let AThave A stacked loops, where A = A, + A; + ... + A,, and where A, is
the number of stacked loops of size / for each z = I, 2 ,..., f. If

of Cayley

maps

M

=

C M (F ,0 ,/ 7 )

with

gen(M)

is odd then the number
_
=

y - 2 y? -r,-2r;

/
p -l

A| A2 ...A, ^ L

!2
2

j

^ - ( /^ + l) ! ( r ; - l) ! 2 '^

EC r
7-&P*
.M-n+i y j
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Next we consider plane voltage graphs with an even number of regions of size
one that consist only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a region of
size two. Let ATbe a plane voltage graph that consists only of singleton loops and stacked
loops with the spoke in a region of size two. Let R denote the largest region in AT. Now
we consider when ri is even. In this case we w ill see that due to parity constraints, the
region A must liA to an odd number of regions and whether A liAs to 1 or p regions w ill
be handled separately in Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10.
Proposition 3.9 Let p be an odd prime and let F =

with generating set

O = {l,3,...,2y?-l}. Let ATbe a plane voltage gr^h of index one corresponding to F and
O such that AT consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a
region of size two. Let AT have A, stacked loops of size y, A)r each z = 1, 2, ..., r, where
A = A, + A; +... + A^. If r; is even then the number of Cayley maps M = C A f(F ,0,/)) with

gen(Af) =

-3 y z -/^ -2 /];

r,+ l

+ 1 that liA Ax)m such a plane voltage graph AT is

-1

E Cr
Vi^N+i y

A, A; ...A,

Tq P *

Proof: Due to the stacked loops we know that AThas

size one and

= ——- - ^ A,y, + A-1 regions of
2
,_i

f '

= 21 A, (y\ - l ) + I regions of size two. This proof is similar to the proof
V i=l

J

of Proposition 3.7. Recall that the genus o f a Cayley m ^ for

O is A = l +

yz - 2 y z - r

with the generating set

, where r denotes the number of regions in the Cayley map
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embedding. Since A is an integer, yz^ and r have the same parity so that r is odd. There
are an even number of regions in the covering graph embedding coming Aom the regions
of size two, and because /; is even, there are an even number o f regions in the covering
graph embedding coming Aom the regions of size one. Thus the one region R o f size
greater than two liAs to an odd number o f regions in the covering graph embedding. We
w ill count the number of times A liAs to yz regions and thus the number of Cayley maps M
with gen(M)= —— —

—— + 1 .

To count the number of Cayley maps we w ill use a similar method to the proof of
Proposition 3.9. Let T = {z/|l<y < n + l} be a subset of the positive yz-distances. Suppose
that the generators (yz + 2 z,),(yz + 2 z2 ),...,fyz + 2 z,.+J occur on the boundary of R so that
(yz + 2zJ + (yz + 2 f2 ) + ...+^yz + 2z,^+J is the boundary element o f R. By factoring this
boundary element is

+l)yz + 2fz, +*%

+

By the hypothesis we know n+1 is

odd so that this boundary element is yz modulo ^ if and only if

11

+Z2 + ...

is a

multiple ofyz. Thus R liAs to yz regions if and only if Z1+Z2 + ... +%,+, is a multiple o fyz.
Let

. In replacing some elements with then inverses, Arst remove theyzie T

distance of the element and then add in the yz-distance of its inverse. Thus .^T changes by a
decrease of 2 ^ where % is the sum o f the yz-distances of the elements being replaced by
then inverses. The region R w ill satisfy the semi ATPL if and only if 5^—2%=y?z for

some integer n. Since zz is an integer we see that

---Srp
T
.P

S 'y .
<

zz <

. The number of ways

_ . P _
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we can partition % = ^ — — using unequal parts Aom T is given by the generating

S j~ n p

gy. (w) gives the number of distinct

functiongy^(w) = P]^^l + w ').T b u s Cy =

~§T

subsets of T that sum to an integer that w ill satisfy 5^ —2 Y = jwz and thus the number of
sets of generators represented by the yz-distances in T or then inverses for the boundary of
R that sum to a multiple ofyz. Now we sum the C r'f for every set T ç

of size n + l and

we have the number of sets of generators that satisfy the ATKL for A.
For counting the number of ways to arrange the generators we w ill appeal to the
counting procedure in Proposition 3.9. Thus the number o f Cayley maps with gen(Af) =

y z '-3 y z -/-,-2 r

L+ 1

is

^

z;+l

^

E

A, Ay ...A,

Vn='i+*

where each T C f

Cr

J

S j— n p

w ith |7 1 = n + l, ^y. = ^ z , g y ( w ) = ] ^ ( l + w ' ) , a n d C y . =
ie T

V

gy.(w).

0

le T

As a direct consequence of this we can find, under the same conditions, the
number of Cayley maps that have the region of size greater than two lifting to one region
in the covering graph embedding. Since the proof o f Corollary 3.10 is similar to the proof
of Corollary 3.4, we omit it.
Corollary 3.10 Let yz be an odd prime and let T =

with generating set

Q = {l,3,...,2yz-l}. Let ATbe a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to T and
n , such that AT consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a
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region o f size two. Furthermore, let AThave A, stacked loops o f size y, for z = 1, 2, ..., t,
where A = A, +Ay +...+A,. I f z; is even then the number of Cayley maps M =
_
C M (r,0 ,yz) with gen(Af) =

r ,+ l

graph ATis

—2 p —r^ —2 z^ + 1

that liA Aom such a plane voltage

p-l

E c,

A, A; ...A,

ref*
fH +i

.

Section 3.4
The Spoke in a Region of Size Three
Figure 3.4 is a voltage gr^h that has three stacked loops and three singleton loops
with the spoke in a region of size three.
The Allowing result is A r plane voltage graphs that have an odd number of
regions of size one and that consist only o f smgleton loops and stacked loops wiA Ae
spoke m a region of size three. Let AT be a plane voltage graph that consists only of
singleAn loops and stacked loops w iA Ae spoke m a region o f size three. Let R denote
Ae largest region wiAout Ae spoke m AT. Now we consider when z"i is odd. A this case
we w ill see that due to parity constramts, Ae region R must liA to an odd number of
regions and wheAer R lifts A yz or 1 regions w ill be hanAed separately m Proposition
3.11 and Corollary 3.12.
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Figure 3.4
SINGLETON LOOPS AND STACKED LOOPS W ITH THE SPOKE IN A REGION
OF SIZE THREE

Proposition 3.11 Let p be an odd prime and let T =

w iA generating set

0 = {l,3, ...,2 p - l} . LetKbe a planar voltage gr^h of index one corresponding A T and
O , such that K consists only of smgleton loops and stacked loops, w iA Ae spoke m a
region of size three. FurAermore, let AThave A, stacked loops of size y, A r z = 1,2, ..., t
where A = A, + A; +... + A,. I f z; is odd Aen Ae number of Cayley maps M = C M (r ,0 ,p )
—3 T) —T —2Zn 4“ 1
w iA gen(AQ = -------------—

that liA Aom such a voltage gr^h AT is

z ^ !(z -y + l ) ! 2 '^+ '
A, A y .. .A ,
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Proof: Due to Ae stacked loops m AT we know that Acre are

= ——
i=i

regions of size one and z^ =

A, (y\ - 1) -1 regions of size two. This proof is similar to
V i=l

Ae proof of Proposition 3.7. Recall that Ae genus of a Cayley map A r Zy

wiA Ae

—2 zz—r
generating set D is A = 1+ —— -4-— , where z- denotes Ae number of regions m Ae

Cayley map embedding. Smce A is an mAger,

and z- have Ae same parity so that z- is

odd. By Proposition 2.1 each of Ae z; regions of size one lifts to one region m Ae
covermg graph embedding. By Proposition 3.1 each of Ae z^ regions of size two lifts to
two regions m Ae covermg graph embeddmg. Thus Aere is an even number of regions m
Ae covering graph embeddmg coming Aom Ae regions of size two, and because z] is
odd, Aere is an odd number of regions m Ae covering graph embedding commg Aom Ae
regions of size one. By ProposiAon 3.2 Ae region of size three lifts to one region m Ae
covermg graph embeddmg. Thus Ae one region R of size greater than two lifts to an odd
number of regions m Ae covering gr^h embedding. We will count Ae number of times
R lifts to p regions and Aus Ae number of Cayley maps M w iA gen(M) =
—3 ÎZ— T —2r 4*1
—----------- !----- -— . We now appeal A Ae proof of ProposiAon 3.2 A r Ae number of
Cayley maps wiA this genus. Thus Ae number of Cayley maps w iA gen(Af) =
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—3 p —/"j —2ry+1 .
IS

hy ^2 ...

(r,)!(r,-l)!2

A-1

EC ,
ref*
Vm-n

where each TCP wiA

S j- n p

|71=ri, ^ 7 . = Z ' ' ^ r ( « ) =
ie T

nO

+ » ' ) ' andCy.=

ie T

^

g rW - 0

f-S r

As a direct consequence of this we can AnA under Ae same condiAons, Ae
number of Cayley maps that have Ae region of size greakr than two not containmg Ae
spoke liAing to one region m Ae covering graph embedding. Smce Ae proof of Corollary
3.12 is similar to Ae proof of Corollary 3.4, we omit it.
Corollary 3.12 Let p be an odd prime and let F =

wiA generatmg set

0 = { l,3 ,...,2 p -lj. Let K be a plane voltage gr^h of mdex one correspondmg to F and
O such that AT consists only of smgleton loops and stacked loops wiA Ae spoke m a
region of size three. FurAermore, let AThave A, stacked loops of size y, A r z = 1, 2, ..., i
where A = A, + Ay +... + A,. I f z; is odd Aen Ae number of Cayley maps M = C M (F ,0 ,p )
_

wiA gen(Af) =

p^-3p-z^-2z^+l

that are Ae liA of such a voltage graph AT is

p~\

A, Ay ...A,

!2 2 - z ]!(r y + l)!2 '^ + '

Z Q
ref*

y

The Allowing result is A r volAge graphs that have an even number of regions of
size one and that consist only of smgleAn loops and stacked loops wiA Ae spoke m a
region of size three. Let ATbe a plane voltage graph that consists only of smgleton loops
and stacked loops wiA Ae spoke m a region of size three. Let R denoA Ae largest region
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in

not containing the spoke. Now we consider when ri is even. In this case we will see

that due to parity constraints, the region
whether

must lift to an even number of regions and

lifts to 2 or ^ regions will be handled separately in Proposition 3.13 and

Corollary 3.14.
Proposition 3.13 Let

be an odd prime and let F =

with generating set

Q = {l, 3 ,...,2 j 7 - l j . Let

be a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to F and

Q , such that AT consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops with the spoke in a
region of size three. Furthermore, let AThave A, stacked loops of size y, for ; = 1 ,2 ,..., t
where A = A,+A2 +... + A,. I f /; is even then the number of Cayley m ^s M =

C M (F ,Q ,/)) with gen(M) = —— — —- —
/
gr^h ATis

f

n
^
A; ...A,

that arise as the lift of such a voltage
\

I.C r
TqP*

Proof: Due to the stacked loops in AT we know that there are

regions of size one,

f '

= ——
2

+A
,=i

^
- l ) -1 regions of size two. This proof is similar to the

V 1=1

/

proof of Proposition 3.9. Recall that the genus of a Cayley map for

with the

—2 p —f
generating set D is A = 14--------^ ---- , where r denotes the number of regions in the

Cayley map embedding. Since A is an integer,

and r have the same parity so that r is

odd. There are an even number of regions in the covering graph embedding coming horn
the regions of size two, and because

is even, there are an even number of regions in the
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covering graph embedding coming hom the regions of size one. The one region of size
three containing the spoke lifts to one region in the covering graph embedding (for the
same reason as it did in proposition 3.11). Thus the one region A of size greater than two
not containing the spoke lifts to an even number of regions in the covering graph
embedding. We will count the number of times A lifts to

regions and thus the number

. We now appeal to the proof of

of Cayley maps Af with gen(M) =

Proposition 3.3 for the number of Cayley maps with this genus. Thus the number of
Cayley

maps

^
^
A, A; ...A,

with

gen(Af)

=

—— — —- —

where for each

with |2 ]=ri,

TcP*

IS

6

"^ =
mT

S j— n p

=

+
leT

andC^= T

gr(w). 0

As a direct consequence of this we can find, under the same conditions, the
number of Cayley maps that have the region of size greater than two without the spoke
lifting to two regions in the covering graph embedding. Since the proof of Corollary 3.14
is similar to the proof of Corollary 3.4, we omit it.
Corollary 3.14 Let

be an odd prime and let T =

with generating set

O = {1,3,...,2/? -1 } . Let ATbe a plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to T and
O , such that AT consists only of singleton loops and stacked loops, with the spoke in a
region of size three. Furthermore, let AThave A, stacked loops of size y, for z = 1, 2, ..., i
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where A = A, +A; + ... + A,. I f

is even then the number of Cayley m ^s M =

C M (r, 0 , / 7 ) with gen(AQ = —— — —- —— that are lifts of such a voltage graph AT is

A; A;... A,

!2 2 -/;!(r; + l)!2 ' 3+1

This chapter has given us formulas to calculate the number o f Cayley maps M that
have certain genus values and are lifts of plane voltage graphs under given conditions. In
particular when a Cayley map is a lift of a plane voltage graph that has only singleton
loops and stacked loops we have a formula to calculate the genus value and number of
Cayley maps that have that genus value. The formulas depend on whether /-] is odd or
even and on the size of the region containing the spoke.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

Let ^ be an odd prime and let T =

with generating set O = { l,3 ,...,2 j? -lj. Let ATbe a

plane voltage graph of index one corresponding to T and O such that ATconsists only of
singleton loops and stacked loops. Let AT consist of A stacked loops, where
A = A, 4 -A2 +... + A,, and A, is the number of stacked loops of size / for z = 1, 2, ..., r. In
this thesis we have found results for the number of Cayley maps M = C A f(r,Q ,p) with
the genus of M dependent on the size of the region the spoke is in and whether the
number of regions of size one (which we will continue to denote by n ) is odd or even.
For such a voltage graph ATwe found that a certain region A of size greater than two could
satisfy the ATT, or not (or the region A could satisfy the semi ATT or not). Knowing
whether

is odd or even and what size region contains the spoke allowed us to calculate

the genus of the Cayley maps that lifted from such a AT. To count the Cayley maps of the
appropriate genus we found the number of Cayley maps that lifted

6 0

m such a AT in

which a certain region A of AT satisûed the ATT (or semi ATT). Then we subtracted this
hom the total number of Cayley maps that were lifts of such a AT to find the number of
times that the region A of ATdid not satisfy the ATT or semi ATT.

70
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Figure 4.1 shows a voltage graph with two stacked loops of size two and one
singleton loop with the spoke in the largest region.

Figure 4.1
A VOLTAGE GRAPH FOR THE INTEGERS MODULO 22

Using the generating set O = {1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21} for

we can obtain

the Cayley graph A T , , . We use the voltage gr:q)h AT(of Figure 4.1) that has two stacked

loops of size two, i.e. A=A%=2 and_/i=2. Then AThas

+ A = 3 regions of
2

,-=1

Î

size one and r, =% ]A y(/ - l ) = 2 regions of size two. We now apply Proposition 3.3. We
1=1
know that there are three regions of size one, two regions of size two, one region of size
four, and the spoke is in the largest region.
So the number of Cayley m ^s Af = C A f(r,0 ,/? ) lifting

6 0

m such a plane

,
, ^
— A p — T- ^— 2 r ^
121 —44 —3 —4
__ . »
,
voltage graph AT with gen(Af) = —------- — !---- -+ 1 = ---------------------- kl = 36 is found
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f

^ n
^
A, A;...A,

using the formula

\

, where for each T ç
ref*
VM-n

with |T] = ri, we

y

S j- n p

have

ler

Q =

ler

i 2

gy.(w).

There are five

elements in T and we are choosing three of them for the boundary of A so there are

^5"
v3y

10 subsets T. Also

"3"

= 3, n! =3!=6, /"2 !=2 !=2 , and

2 ''= 2

=4.

.2 .
Now let us concern ourselves with the calculation of the sum of the C /s. We are
taking the sum over all possible subsets of size 3 of the positive jMÜstances. These
possible sets are T i= {l, 2, 3},

2, 4},

73

= { 1 , 2, 5}, Z*={1, 3, 4}, 7s={l, 3, 5},

76={1,4 ,5 }, 7T={2,3 ,4 }, 7 ^ { 2 ,3, 5}, 7 ^ { 2 ,4, 5}, Tio={3,4 ,5 }. For Ti we have

6

and

11

= 0,

-6
11

=

= 0 so that the exponent coming from — '------- is (6 -ll(0 ))/2 = 3 .

So in the expansion of g,.(w) = (l+w)(l+w^)(l+u^) = l+u+w^+2u^+w^+M^+«^ we are
looking for the coefficient of
7_

= 0,

11

-7
11

which is 2 so that Q. = 2. For Tz we have .5^ = 7 and

= 0 so that (7 -ll(0 ))/2 = 7/2. We do not have to worry about the

expansion since the coefficient of
8

_11_

=0,

in

(u) is 0. For T 3 we have

=

8

and

—8
= 0 so that the exponent coming 6 0 m — *------- is (8 -ll(0 ))/2 =4. So in
11

the expansion of g^ (« ) = (l+«)(l4-« )(l+w ) = l-t-u-l-« +« +u +u +%z we are looking for
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the coefficient of

11

= 0,

11

which is 0 so that C , = 0. For T 4 we have

the expansion of

_11_

=0,

-9 '

and

8

is (8 -1 1(0))/2 = 4. So in

(« ) = (l+w)(H-u )(l+«^) = 1 +w+u +2 w'*+« +%/ +w we are looking for

the coefficient of
9

& -7^7

= 0 so that the exponent coming from

=

which is 2 so that C, =2. For T 5 we have

= 9 and

S r p —n p
= 0 so that the exponent coming hom — ^------- is (9 -1 1(0))/2 = 9/2. The

11

coefBcient of a fractional exponent in the expansion of gT (w) is 0. For T^ we have

10

and

10
11

= 0,

-1 0 '

—W
= 0 SO that the exponent coming from — ------ is (1 0-11(0))/2

11

= 5. So in the expansion of gy^ (w) = (l+w)(l+u'')(H-M ) = l+w+w +2w
looking for the coefficient of
2
11

= 0,

-9
11

=

+« -t-w we are

which is 2 so that Cy. = 2. For T? we have .^y. = 9 and

S', - w
= 0 so that the exponent coming hom — ------- is (9 -1 1(0))/2 = 9/2. The

coefficient of a factional exponent in the expansion of gy. (w) is 0. For Tg we have ^y. =

10

and

10
11

= 0,

-1 0

= 0 so that the exponent coming hom —

—

= 5. So in the expansion of g^(w )= ( 1+w^)(1+%/)( 1
are looking for the coefficient of

and

=

is ( 1 0 -

(

1 1 0 ))/2

11

we

which is 2 so that C, = 2. For Tg we have S', = 11

S',
n
-1 1
= - 1 so that the exponents coming 6 0 m — ^------- are ( 1 1 - 1 l ( - l ) ) / 2
= 1,
11
11

11, ( ll- ll( 0 ) ) /2

=

11/2, and ( l l - l l ( l ) ) / 2

gy^(w) = (l+«^)(l+w^)(l+M^) =

l

+

i

/

= 0. So in the expansion of
w

e

are looking for the
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coefficients of
12
_11.

= 1,

- 12"
11

and

which are both 1 so that C , =2. For Tio we have S', = 12 and

S, -/ÿ?
= - l so that the exponents coming hom — ----- are (1 2 -ll(-l))/2 =

23/2, (1 2 -ll(0 ))/2 = 6, and (12-11 (l))/2 = 1/2. So in the expansion of
(l+w^)(H-«'^)(l+«^) =

(w) =

we are looking for the coefBcient of

which is 0 so that C,^10 = 0 .
!0
Thus the sum of the coefBcients is ^ C , = 10. Multiplying this by 3, 6, 2, and 4
(=1
&om the previous parts of the formula we have 1440 Cayley maps Af = CAf(r,0,p) such
that gen(Af) = 36. Furthermore by Corollary 3.4 the number of Cayley maps Af =

CAf(r,n,p) such that gen(AQ = 46 is 11520 - 1440 = 10080.
In this thesis we have concerned ourselves only with what h^pens when we have
one region A with a size greater than or equal to two not containing the spoke. We did
this so that we could count how many Cayley maps lifting 6om such a voltage graph had
the region A satisfying the ATT (or the semi ATT depending on its size). To further this
work we would need to consider voltage graphs that have more than one region of size
greater than or equal to two each not containing the spoke. Allowing for two regions of
size greater than or equal to two each not containing the spoke would still be quite
restrictive so we prefer to allow for an aibitrary number of these regions. We desire a
general method that will extend the processes we have developed in this thesis. There are
several difBculties that need to be addressed in order to Snd such a method. One of the
difficulties is that once we use a set of positive p-distances that satisfy the ATT or the
semi ATT for one region, we must make sure not to assign any of these elements to any
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other regions independent of die Brst at the same time. Another problem is to determine
what happens when one region is dependent upon the assignment of elements in another
region. A third setback, possibly the greatest, is in counting the number of ways to
arrange the loops in order to satisfy the given region structure. Fortunately a portion of
this work has been done already. Reiper[ ] enumerates the embeddings of index one
voltage graphs (without spokes) according to region structures. So it may be possible
through modifying his techniques to similarly enumerate our voltage graphs by region
structures. A fourth difficulty is to calculate the different genus values that arise 6om the
voltage graph embeddings, and this depends on how many regions in the voltage graph
embedding satisfy the ATT or the semi ATT. In particular, we believe that each different
pairing of numbers satisfying the ATT and semi ATT gives rise to a different genus value.
Let p be a prime and let ATbe a plane voltage graph embedding for the group
with the generating set D = {1, 3 , . . . , ] ^ 1 }. Let r, be the number of regions of size z, Ao
be the number of regions with odd size (odd regions), and A^g be the number of regions
with even size (even regions). The genus of the Cayley map that is the lift of ATdepends
upon how may regions in AT satisfy the ATT and semi ATT. Let (A, /) be an ordered pair
such that A is the number of odd regions satisfying the semi ATT and / is the number of
even regions satisfying the ATPT.
Figure 4.2 shows two planar voltage graph embeddings with six regions of size
greater than two and the same region structure. Now let us go over an example to
illustrate these problems.
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Figure 4.2
LARGE VOLTAGE GRAPHS

I

(a)

(b)

Consider the cyclic group F =

w i± the generators Q = {1, 3, ...,73}. Let's

say we have a voltage graph with two regions of size three, two regions of size four, and
two regions of size five, with the spoke in a region of size Eve. Let us say that we have
the voltage graph embedding in Figure 4.1 (a). There are 13 regions of size one so ri =
13, there are no regions of size two so rz = 0, there are three regions of size three, four,
and five so

= 2,

7-4

= 2, and r; = 2. So the possible ordered pairs of odd and even

regions that satisfy the KVL, semi A7L are (0, 0) (1, 0), (1 ,1), (1,2), (2, 0), (2, 1), (2,2),
(3, 0), (3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 0), (4, 1), (4, 2). We have Ro= 17 and

2. We illustrate what

is involved in the classiScation of these Cayley maps M = C M (r, O, p) when

(t, /) is

either ( 1 , 0 ) or ( 1 , 1 ).
Case 1: Looking at the genus value for the ordered pair (1,0), we have one odd
region satisfying the semi

So the one odd region lifts to p = 37 regions in the

covering graph embedding. Each of the other odd regions lifts to one region in the
covering graph embedding, and each of the even regions lifts to two regions in the
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covering graph embedding. Thus gen(AQ = ((p^-2p-p-( 17-1 )-2(2))/2) +

1 =

((1369-74-37-16-4)/2) + 1 = 620. This case has one region of odd size satisfying the
semi ATT, So for each odd region; Ai, A2 , A;, Ae, we must find the number of times the
region satisEes the semi AKL and the number of times that all the other regions of size
greater than two do not satisfy die semi APT or the APT. We do so with sub-cases.
Sub case 1.1: We will count the number of times
the size of

sadsEes the semi APT. Since

is three, we would take each subset of size three, Eom the posiEve jp-

distances, and find the number of times that a combination of the corresponding
generators or their inverses satisEes the semi APT. For each subset of generators that
does satisfy the semi APT we then End the number of times the other 15 elements or their
inverses can be assigned to the loops of the voltage graph embedding so that no region
other than Ai satisEes the semi APT or the APT.
Sub case 1.2: Here we count the number of times A2 satisEes the semi APT. Since
the size of A; is also three just like

we repeat Sub-case 1.1

Sub case 1.3: We count the number of times A; satisEes the semi APT. Since the
size of A; is Eve, we take each subset of size Eve, E"om the positive p-distances, and End
the number of times that a combination of the corresponding generators or their inverses
satisEes the semi APT. For each such subset of generators that does satisfy the semi APT,
we have to End the number of times the other 13 elements or dieir inverses can be
assigned to the loops of the voltage graph embedding so that A; is the only region
sadsfying the semi APT or the APT.
Sub case 1.4: We count the number of dmes Ag sadsEes the semi APT. The size of
7*6 is Eve but this region has the spoke in it. So we take each subset of size four, Eom the
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positive p-distances, and End the number of times that a combinahon of the
corresponding generators or their inverses sum to 0 modulo
elements (excluding the spoke /?) of Ag sum to a mulEple of

I f all the boundary
then when we add the

spoke in and obtain a mulEple of 3/?, which satisEes the semi APT. Finally for each
subset of four generators that saEsEes the APT, we have to End the number of times the
other 14 generators or their inverses can be assigned to the loops of the voltage graph
embedding so that Ag is the only region satisfying the semi APT or the APT.

Case 2: We begin by calculating the genus value for the ordered pair (1,1). There
is one odd region satisfying the semi APT. So this one odd region lifts to

= 37 regions

in the covering gr^h embedding. A ll of the other odd regions liA to one region in the
covering graph embedding. There is one even region sadsfying the APT so this one even
region lifts to ^ = 74 regions in the covering graph embedding, the other even region
lifts to two regions in the cover g r^h embedding. Thus the genus value in this case is
gen(M) = ((p ^ -2 ;,-p -]^ 1 7 -l)-2 (2 -l))/2 ) + 1 = ((1369-74-37-74-16-2)/2) + 1 = 584.
This case has one region of odd size sads^ing the semi APT and one even region
sadsfying the APT. The pairs of regions that are possible for this are (Ai,
(A 2 , A 3 ), (A 2 , A 4 ),

(A;,

A 3 ),

(A;,

A 4 ),

A 3 ),

(Ai,

A 4 ),

(Ag, A 3 ) , (A&, A 4 ) . For each of these pairs, we must

End the number of times the even region satisEes the APT and the odd region sadsEes the
semi APT. Also we have to make sure that the other regions of size greater than two do
not satisfy the semi APT or the APT.
Sub case 2.1: The number of times Ai sadsEes the semi APT and A 3 satisEes the
APT. Since A; and A3 do not share an edge, we do not have to worry about one region
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depending on the elements we assign to the other region. So since A; has size three, for
each subset of generators of size three that satisEes the semi APT, we must End all the
subsets of generators of size four Eom the remaining 15 generators that satisfy the APT.
Also for each of these two subsets of size three and four we must find the number of
times the remaining

11

elements or their inverses can be assigned to the loops of the

voltage graph so that no regions except Ai and A3 satisfy the semi APT or the APT.
Sub case 2.2: Since A] and A4 do not share an edge and have the same sizes
respecEvely, as Ai and A3 we can repeat Sub case 2.1.
Sub-case 2.3: Since A2 and A3 do not share an edge and have the same sizes
respecEvely, as A%and A3 we can repeat Sub case 2.1.
Sub case 2.4: We count the number of times A2 saEsEes the semi APT and A4
satisEes the APT. Since A2 and A4 share an edge, we must now take this into account. So
since A2 has size three, we consider each subset of generators of size three that saEsEes
the semi APT and then we take each element one at a time and assign its inverse to the
shared edge with A4 . Then we must End all the subsets of size three Eom the remaining
elements that together with the inverse of the element on the edge shared with A2 satisfy
the APT. Also for each such way of assigning generators to the loops on the boundaries
of A2 and A4 we must End the number of times the remaining 12 elements can be
assigned to the other loops of the voltage graph so that no regions except A2 and A4 satisfy
the semi APT or the APT.
Subcase 2.5: We count the number of times A; saEsEes the semi APT and A3
saEsEes the APT. Since A; and A3 do not share an edge, we do not have to worry about
one region depending on the elements we assign to the other region. So since A; has size
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Eve, we consider each subset of generators of size Eve that saEsEes the semi APT and
then we End all the subsets of size E)ur Eom the remaining 13 elements that satisfy the
APT. Finally for each such way of assigning generators to the loops on the boundaries of
Ag and A 3 we must End the number of Emes the remaining 9 elements can be assigned to
the voltage graph so that no regions except A; and A3 satisfy the semi APT or the APT.
Sub case 2.6: We count the number of times A; satisEes the semi APT and A4
saEsEes the APT. Since Ag and A4 share an edge we must take this into account. So since
A; has size Eve we consider each subset of generators of size Eve that saEsEes the semi
APT and using each element of such a subset, one at a time, we assign its inverse to the
shared edge with A 4 . Then we End each subset of size four Eom the remaining elements
that together with the inverse of Eie element on the edge shared with A; saEsEes the APT.
Finally for each such way of assigning generators to the loops on the boundaries of A;
and A4 we must End the number of Emes the remaining 10 elements can be assigned to
the voltage graph so that no regions except A; and A4 satisfy the semi APT or the APT.
Sub case 2.7: We count the number of times Ag saEsEes the semi APT and A3
satisEes the APT. Since Ag and A3 share an edge we take this into account and proceed in
a manner similar to sub case 2 .6 .
Sub case 2.8: We count the number of times A@ satisEes the semi APT and A4
satisEes the APT. Since Ag and A4 do not share an edge, we do not have to worry about
one region depending on the elements we assign to the other region. Thus we proceed in
a manner similar to sub case 2.5.
We must repeat this process for each of the ordered pairs. This shows us the
similariEes to the work in Chapter 3 and how we might proceed to classify Cayley maps
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that are lifts of planar voltage gr^hs with a given region structure. Clearly this method is
not ideal since the cases with (t, /), where t and / are relatively large will be extremely
tedious. Perh^s through modîGcaüon of our maple program, these calculaEons can be
done with ease.
Figure 4.3 shows a voltage graph embedding that satisEes the condiEons o f case 2
sub-case 2.1 of the previous example. The region A; one saEsEes the semi APT and the
region A3 satisEes the APT. Table 4.1 shows the boundary element of each region, the
order of each of these boundary elements, how many regions in the covering graph each
region of the voltage graph embedding lifts to, and which regions saEsfy which
properEes.

Figure 4.3
VOLTAGE GRAPH EMBEDDING
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Table 4.1
BOUNDARY ELEMENTS
region

Boundary element

order

Lifts to

APT or semi?

AI

19+7+11 =37

2

37

Semi APT

A2

1+3+9= 13

74

1

None

A3

5+13+25+31=74

1

74

APT

A4

1+15+17-21 = 12

37

2

None

A5

11+27+29+23+21 =65

74

1

None

A6

33+37+35+23-31 =23

74

1

None

To calculate the genus value for a Cayley map Af = CA/(r, O, p) that covers a
voltage graph with a given region structure and a particular ordered pair ( t /) we must
count the number of regions in the covering graph embedding. There are t regions with
order two lifting to ^ regions in the covering graph embedding. There are / regions with
order one lifting to ^ regions in the covering graph embedding. There are
that each lift to one region in the covering graph embedding. There are

regions
regions that

each liA to two regions in the covering graph embedding. Thus the genus of M is given
by
gen(Af) = ([p^—2p-p(A:)—2p(/)—(Ao—^)—2(Af—/)]/2)+1
Using this formula for Sub case 2.1 we End
gen(M) = ((3 7 ^ -2 (3 7 )-3 7 -2 (3 7 H 1 7 -l)-2 (2 -l))/2 ) + 1 = ((1369-74-37-74-16-2)/2) +
1 = 584.
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Thus we have begun Ae classiEcaEon of Cayley maps for

wiEi generaEng set

O = {1, 3, ... , 2 p -l} by determining the genera of Cayley maps that arise as liAs of
certain plane voltage graphs, namely those with only singleton loops, stacked loops and
at most one region (excluding the spoke) of size greater than two. We have also indicated
where the research may proceed next in order to obtain the complete classiEcaEon of the
Cayley maps that arise as liAs of plane voltage graphs. I believe that classifying the
general case is possible once the planar problem is solved. Once this is done the
remaining hurdle is to allow for an element and its inverse to be on the same region
boundary.
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A PROGRAM TO SUM THE COEFFIECIENTS
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This funcEon takes two arrays and sums the mulEplicaEon o f the corresponding
places in the array's. Its output is the sum. This is the calculaEon of how many loops
are used in the stacks

sumniji:=proc(X::array,Y::array,t::integer)
local i, back, sum;
i:= l;
sum:=0;
back:=t;
while (i<=back)do
sum:=sum+(X[i] * Y[i]);

i:=i+l;
od;
sum;
end;
This is the calculaEon of the regions of size two.
Sumreg2:=proc(X: :array, Y::array, txinteger)
local i, back, sum;

i:=l;
sum:=0;
back:=t;
while (i<=back) do
sum:=sum+(X[i] *(Y [i]-1)) ;

i:=i+l;
od;
sum;
end;
This is the calculaEon of the regions of size one.

Sumarray:=proc(X::array, txinteger)
local i, SumX, back;
i:= l;
SumX:=0;
back:=t;
while (i<=back) do
SumX:=SumX+X[i];
i:=i+l;
od;
SumX:
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end;

This is the calculaEon of the sum of the coefficients. Its takes as input two arrays,
there are hj stacked loops of size ji, the first array is the h,'s the second the j,'s. It also
takes two integers as input the Erst is the length of the arrays the second is the pnme
for our group.
Setup:=proc(X: :array,Y ::array,t::integer,a: :integer)
local n, sigma,p,rl,r2,S,C,allp,i,T, s, q, h, k, m, g, b. Final;
n:=Sumarray%t);
sigma:=sumniji(X,Y,t);
p:=a;
rl :=((p-l)/2)-sigma+n;
r2:= Sumreg2(X,Y,t);
S:=array(l..rl);
with(combinat, numbcomb):
C:=numbcomb((p-l)/2, rl);
with(combstruct):

b:=array(l..C):
allp := iterstructs(CombinaEon((p-l)/2),size=rl):
for i to C do b[i]:= nextstruct(allp) od;
T:=0;
for i to C do
m ul(l+u^,j=t[i]);
expand(mul(l+u^, j=t[i]));
s:=add(j,j=b[i]);
q:=-iquo(s,p);
h:=iquo(s,p);
for kto 2*h+l do
m:=q+k-l;

if iran(s-p*m,2)=0 then
readlib(coeftayl) :
g := expand(mul(l+u'y, j=b[i]));
print( b[i], expand(mul(I+u^, j=b[i]))) ;

T:=T+coeAayl(g, u=0, (s-p*m)/2);

A;
od;
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od;
prmt("Sum of CoefBcients"=T);

end;

This would be the calculaEon for a voltage graph with only singleton loops,
h := array(l..l) ;
h[l]:=0;
h (l);

j :=array(l..l);

j(i);
Setup(h,j, 1,11);

Here is an example of the setup and the execuEon of the program for p=17 and having
two stacked loops of size two and one stacked loop of size three.
h := array(1..2) ;
h[l]:=2;
h (i);
h[2]:=l;
h(l);
j :=anay(1..2);
j[l]:= 2;
j(i);
j[2]:=3;
j(2);

Setup(h,j,2,17);
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[ 1]

R . A . B r u a ld i, T h p - o f/w c r o /y C o m ù im a to n c y , T h ir d

E d iE o n , P r e n E c e H a h , N e w

J e rs e y ( 1 9 9 9 ).

[2 ]

G . C h a itr a n d a n d L . L e s n ia k , G r q p A j (6 D z g r q p A j,
N e w

[3 ]

Y o rk

J. E d m o n d s , A
v4 / ? i g r .

[4 ]

H a ll,

c o m b in a E ) r ia l r e p r e s e n ta E o n f o r p o ly h e d r a l s u r fa c e s . A b E c & y

A f d r A . 6 'o c . 7 ( 1 9 6 0 ) 6 4 6 .
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y f/M e r.

[5 ]

T h ir d , C h a p m a n &

( 1 9 9 6 ).

M a rA . R oc. 7 9

( 1 973) 9 4 2 -9 4 5 .

J . R i o r d a n , ^4 » T A r r o f A u c A o n f o
N e w

Y o rk

C o /M A m o ro n o / y fM o /y fü . J o h n W ile y

&

( 1 9 5 8 ).
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